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OrthudoxJudaism in ih~ Uniied States in our 
. . own generation is far from identical with orthodox 

Judaism anywhere else. To some types of trans
oceanic Orthodoxy, it is hardly recognizable as 

.· such. . . . An American synagogue can be or
thodox even though the ladies' gallery may not 

. be blocked off by a curtain or lattice work, or the 
·· reading desk set in the center of the synagogue. 

American orthodoxy has tacitly almost forgotten 
the prohibition of shaving, the law! forbidding the 
mixture of materials in one's garments, and hun-
dreds of similar Jewish laws which in other ages 
and lands had unquestioned authority. 

.. The American Jew / Harper & Brothers 

Such was the state of "Amerkan Orthodoxy" in 
1942 when the work quoted from above was written. 

· The words testify to a weak state of Orthodoxy as does 
the following paragraph which discusses the relationship 

. · between Orthodoxy and Conservatism ... · . . 
. . . Today it is growing increaringly difficult 

to discern any essential organic difference between 
Orthodoxy and Conservatism. The main dif]eren
tiae seem to be that conservative synagogues 
.permit men and women to sit together, and make 
more use of English in the services than do most 
orthodox synagogues. Yet, some orthodox con
gregations use some English in the services, hold 
late Friday evening services and seat the sexes, 

··if not together, at least on one floor. No !Ogical 
or clear line can be drawn today between Amer

. ican Orthodoxy and Conservatism. 

The writer's prognosis for the future is contained in· 
these words .. · . .. . . .· .. .·· .··. . . .· . . . .· .. · 

· What promise is there in Orthodoxy? In so far 
a.~ it has been identified with the foreign-born, 
it is passing from the scene. Yesterday's immi
grant popuCation which maintained Orthodoxy will 
be the American population of tomorrow. We 
can look for no appreciable . accessions from 
abroad to invigorate it. But American Orthodoxy 
no longer mirrors East European life. It is adapt
ing itself to the American environment. Innova
tions like the late Friday evening service, or the 

··rei~oval oi the women's gallery; or th;c~nfirma~· · . 
tion of girls or a community Seder (celebration 

.· on Passover eve) would have shocked the wor
shippers of a generation ago. Today such practices 
are accepted in numerous congregations. 

. It is small wonder that art "American Orthoda"xy/' 
having "tacitly ... forgotten .. , hundreds of ... Jewish 

· laws"-hardly able to distinguish itself from Conserva
tism; and anxious to put behind it the patterns .of ··· 
East European life, should have entered into alliances 

. ·· with its stronger 'sisters,' Reform and Conservatism~ · 
Even smaller is the wonder when we note that the · 
selections from The American Jew quoted above were ; 
written by a leading figure in 'American Orthodoxy,' 
at that time closely identified with the Union of Ortho-
dox Jewish Congregations of America . ... ·· .· .. ·· . 

. ·· .. · Jt is in the light of the Union's servile attitudes of 
·· the past that we must view current efforts to break them·· . 
away from their liasons with groups that are dedicated 

· to the elimination of Orthodoxy from the American 
scene and from the world scene. 

For a number of years the Union has been under .• 
pressure to renounce its membership in the Synagogue 

· Council of America, where it gives tacit recognition 
to Reform and Conservatism as legitimate 'wings' of 
Judaism, and to join the mainstream of Orthodo:x: .·· 
Judaism which recognizes the authority of the Gedolim · 
in every aspect of Jewish life. The pressures reached 

· their peak when eleven American Roshai Yeshivoh; 
. among them the late Reb Ahron Kotler, clearly stated . 
that it is a violation of Torah Law to sit in bodies · · 

· such as the Synagogue Council and the New York 
· Board of Rabbis, since such participation grants · 1egi-
timacy to non-Orthodox groups . . ·· ··.·· .. · 

. (This p' sak din by the RoshaiYeshiVoh is often 
referred to as the lssur, a misnomer which has watered
down its importance. Implied in the term is the notion 
that the rabbis placed a '.ban' on membership in 
·groups. While rabbis have the power to declare such ... 
a 'ban,' this is not the nature of their ruling in ·· this 
case. When a rabbi is asked to rule on a question of 
H alochoh and he states that something is traif or awsur .· 
(forbidden) he has not created the issur; he has ruled 



that on the basis of Torah law, the object or act in 
question is forbidden. In the misnamed 'issur' the 
rabbis did precisely this: They ruled that Torah law 
forbids participation in agencies with non-Orthodox 
religious affiliates, since such participation gives tacit 
approval to deviation from Torah principles. Not a 
single Torah authority has dispated this ruling.) 

In spite of the clear-cut ruling of the Roshai Yeshi
voh, the UOJCA continued its membership in the 
Synagogue Council, following the lead of its rabbinic 
arm, the Rabbinical Council of America which, for 
close to ten years has been awaiting a ruling from 
its Halacha Commission. 

In September of 1963 the issue was brought to a 
head when a group of yeshivoh students demonstrated 
against several missionary institutions in Israel. While 
the demonstrations were peaceful, the entire world 
press, lead by Israel's secular dailies, reported falsely 
that the demonstrators had been violent and had in
flicted physical injury on missionary personnel. Jn 
support of these demonstrations, every national Ortho
dox organization in this country signed a cable to the 
Prime Minister demanding that missionary. , activity be 
outlawed in Israel. Following this united Orthodox 
action seven American organizations cabled Israel's 
Prime Minister protesting Orthodox imposition of "cer
tain observances which impair the exercise of religious 
practices different from their own," and charging that 
Orthodoxy even proposed to restrict non-Jews in Israel 
in the practice of their faith. 

Infuriated by this blatant attack by the very groups 
with whom they had collaborated for many years, the 
UOJCA set up a special committee to re-evaluate the 
Union's relationship with the non-Orthodox agencies. 

At their convention, held in Washington, D.C. from 
November 25th to the the 29th, Rabbi Joseph Karasick, 
chairman of the special committee presented their find
ings in a resolution to be acted upon by the delegates. 
The text alluded to the arguments of those who favored 
a break with the Synagogue Council and 0.other mixed 
groups, but fell short of calling for the Union's with
drawal. The resolution read, in part, as follows. 

The American orthodox Jewish community has 
experienced, by the grace of the Almighty, a 
tremendous upsurge of inner strength. Indigenous 
Rabbinic and lay leadership of high quality has 
come to the fore. Torah education on all levels 
is flourishing, holding out bright promise for the 
future. 

We find. however, that the rich potential of 
the orthodox Jewish community to a considerable 
degree remains unutilized, for the lack of unified 
action and spokesmanship. The result has been 
that often the voice of orthodox Jewry, committed 
to the Halacha, is not heard on crucial issues 
confronting the Jewish and general community, 
with other voices presuming to speak for it which 
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do not reflect the H alachic point of view. 
We consider the achievement of intra-orthodox 

unity the priority item on the agenda of the 
American orthodox community. We believe that 
such unity among all national Jewish organizations 
which accept the authority of the Halacha will 
open up for orthodox Jewry new dimensions of 
strength and independence which will make its 
cooperation with other segments of the Jewish 
community that much more productive and 
meaningful. 

The resolution then called upon the UOJCA admin
istration to meet with leaders of other Orthodox 
national bodies to seek the means for creating an 
Orthodox co-ordinating committee. 

Prior to the convention the Union invited the Rab
binical Council of America, the Religious Zionists of 
America, the National Council of Young Israel, the 
Rabbinical Alliance of America and Agudath Israel of 
America, among others, to present position papers on 
the proposal for a national Orthodox coordinating body. 

Speaking for the Rabbinical Council of America, 
First Vice-President Rabbi Paul Z. Levovitz supported 
the Karasick resolution and argued against a · break 
with the Synagogue Council. He pointed to the protec
tion of Shechita on the national level, and the Fair 
Sabbath Bill recently passed in New York State as 
examples of gains effected by collaboration with the 
non-Orthodox agencies. 

Rabbi Mendel Feldman, Past-President of the Rab
binical Alliance (composed largely of American .rabbis 
who are closely tied to the Roshai Y eshivoh) reiterated 
his group's support of the p'sak din and urged a com
plete and immediate ,break as the prerequisite step to 
the creation of an Orthodox council. 

Speaking for Agudath Israel of America, Rabbi 
Murray Weitman made note of Aguda's historic policy 
of independent Orthodox action as "the only course 
to take" and welcomed discussion of plans for a united 
Orthodoxy in America. However, he pointed out that 
Agudath Israel could not join such an agency unless 
all other Orthodox participants disassociate themselves 
from the 'roof agencies.' Nevertheless, Rabbi Weitman 
told the delegates, Aguda will continue to work with 
Orthodox groups on an ad hoc basis in matters of 
common concern. 

See: A Posll'ION PAPER on page 9. 

(The Jewish Telegraphic Agency in a bulletin which 
was widely published in the English-Jewish press, 
reported that Agudath Israel "endorsed the [Karasick] 
proposal at the session, but reiterated the ultra-Ortho
dox organization's belief that withdrawal should take 
place without delay'-an obvious distortion of the 
A guda position.) 

Since his organization had not yet formulated its 
position on the question, Rabbi Hershel Shachter, a 
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The foHowing .p~s~oges are frofn ;,Can 
Faith Survive" pubrished this year by the 
McGraw-Hi/I 8c:iolc Company. The author is 
Maurice N •. Einsendrath, president of the 
Union of American Hebrew Congregations. 

Most of my rabbinic colleagues believe that the 
most important preventative against intermarriage 
·is <m unconditional refusal by the rabbinate . to 
conduct .a marriage between a Jew and an un
converted non-Jew. The Central Conference of 
American Rabbis follows a policy which declares: 
" ... miA"ad marriages are contrary to the tradition 
of the Jewish religion and should, therefore, be 
discouraged by the American rabbinate." The 
Conservative and Orthodox rabbinate goes further 
:ind flatly prohibits rabbinic participation unless 
the non-Jewish party undergoes a conversion to 

.. Judaism. Within the Reform rabbinate there are 
conflicting interpretations of the CCAR policy. 
Some rabbis; having tried unsuccessfully to "dis
courage" the interreligious marriage, feel free t·o 
conduct the ceremony ... (Page 14) 

. member of the Presidi~tn of the Religious Zionists ~f 
America, spoke unofficially, but he cited his group's 
policy of collaboration with non-Orthodox bodies. 

Reuben E. Gross, Chairman of the Union's Corrie.· 
mission on Regions and Councils, who has led the 
fight for UOJCA withdrawal, ofiered an amendment 
to the Karasick resolution calling for an immediate 
break. Rebutting Rabbi Levovitz' claim that the secular 

· groups had aided in the fight for Shechita and a Fair 
Sabbath bill in New York State, he charged that the 
secularists had actually stymied Orthodox efforts. Had 
it not been for their deviation: from the Orthodox . . . 

·position, he told the delegates, the proposed humane 
slaughter legislation tnight not have been enacted into 
law. On the Fair Sabbath law he declared that when 
the Orthodox groups joined forces and met with 
Governor Nelson Rockefeller without the secularist 

. groups, the New York State legislature passed the bill 
protecting Shomrai Shabbos in New York City. 

The Jewish Welfare Board, Gross declared, bas done 
nothing for Orthodoxy in its efforts to secure Kosher 
food for Jews in the Armed forces. Admitting that 

·· collaboration with the non-Orthodox . offers more 
· 'prestige' and more frequent publicity in The New 

York Times, Gross called out with tears in his eyes, 
.·· "With whom would you rather sit: with Dr. Maurice 

Eisendrath or with Reb Moshe Feinstein?" 
Seconding- Gross' proposal was Michael 

. '' .. , F rankiy, I have often b~en troubled by the 
intolerance implicit in the decree that th,e rabbi 

. ~hould, under no circumstances, conduct a mar- . 
riage ceremony; even for a loyal member of the .. · 

· congregation, where a Jewish partner is marrying 
a non-Jew, especially since this rigidity will not 
deter those determined to wed. (Page 16) 

, .. as one surveys the lal'nentab!-:? state ()f re" 
ligious affairs in Israel, one sees a rigid, petrified 
Orthodoxy as the only available spiritual alternative 
pre~ented to its youth . . . (Page 63) . . . . 
... What conceivable objection could there be . 

.... ~ other thilln long-smouldering prejudice, however 
justified it may have been - to including the 
majestic sentences of the Serm<>n on the Mount .· 
among th,e other post~Biblical readings in our 

• synagogues? Are not some of the down-to-earth, 
homely par;ibles . . . [of the New Testament] of 
inestim;;ble value as moral instruction for our chil
dren and youth? I would teach such moving stories 
and utterances diligently unto our children along 
with those of Moses cind Hillel .. . (Page 202) 

one of the younger Union leaders, Kaufman addressed 
. himself to the halachic validity of the Union's member-
. ship in the 'roof agencies,' and said: .. . . 

"Nine years ago ... Gedolai Torah ... the out
standing Roshai Yeshivos issued a p'sdk din .. ; 
making it a violation of the Torah for an Orthodox 
organization such as the Orthodox Un:ion to belong to 
a religious body where non-Orthodox groups belong 
on an equal basis •. .. such as the Synagogue Council 

of America. . . .. ·. . . . . . . . .· .. ·· . . . . . , . 
. ·"Instead of immediately resigning from the Syna.:. 

g()gue Council as was the implicit intent of the Clear, 
· unequivical p' sak halochoh of the world's, leading 
Torah authorities, the Orthodox Unin requested a 
halachic .. decision from the Rabbinical Council of 
America. The Halacha Commission of the Rabbinical 

Council decided to shelve the issue and during those 
nine years has failed to render a decision." . 

Urging the delegates to approve withdrawal, Kallf
man declared, "How long will the Orthodox Union 

. persist in violriting a clear halochoh and p' sak din? 
Once and for all let us stop giving that recognition of 
equality as 'wings of Judaism' which is implicit in 
our membership in the Synagogue Council, to those 
forces in American Jewish life who deny Torah Min 
.Hashomayim and who have dedicated their efforts to 
the spiritual erosion of the Jewish people." , 

While the proposal for an immediate break was 



defeated, the Karasick resolution, which was adopted 
by the convention, was amended to imply, that the 
Union would seek means of ultimately withdrawing 
from the Synagogue Council. In the course of the 
debate there was noticeable support for immediate 
withdrawal from delegates representing smaller Ortho
dox communities outside of New York City, with the 
opposition coming mainly from RCA and UOJCA 
administration leaders. 

Rabbi Karasick, reacting to disagreement from the 
floor, agreed that his committee had found "that there 
is implied in such association the ipso facto recognition 
of non-Orthodox philosophies as legitimate alternatives 
to the historic and authentic Judaism of Orthodoxy." 
This admission was a departure from previous denials 
by RCA and UOJCA leaders that any such recognition 
was implied by their membership in non-Orthodox 
agencies. Karasick also stated the committee's fears 
that such continued association would, as reported by 
JTA, "blunt Orthodox initiative, fail to represent Jew
ish religious law effectively, and might impede unifica
tion and co-ordination within the Jewish community." 
Nevertheless, he opposed immediate withdrawal be
cause he felt that Orthodoxy is not equipped to handle 
the many areas of external Jewish relationships now 
in the charge of the 'roof agencies.' 

While the vote favoring the Karasick resolution 
closed the question formally, it flared up again during 
the Shabbos morning prayers. Rabbi Mendel Lewittes 
of Montreal, Canada, in the course of his sermon, 
found a parallel between Yosef's brothers' hostility 
toward him and the position of those who oppose 
collaboration with non-Orthodox grups in the 'roof 
agencies.' This opposition, he declared, is based on 
hatred and jealousy. When Lewittes had ended his 
remarks Rabbi Pinchas Teitz, a member of the Pre
sidium of the Union of Orthodox Rabbis of the United 
States and Canada ( Agudas Harabbonim) strode to 
the himah and declared that he could not let such 
charges go unanswered. Cholila that we should believe, 
Rabbi Teitz emphasized, that Gedolai Yisroel should 
render so important a p'sak din out of hatred and 
jealousy. 

Another issue which has divided members of UOJCA 
was discussed at the Friday afternoon session. At the 
convention held two years ago the Union dropped its 
opposition to Federal aid for religious schools, a posi
tion it had maintained in conjunction with the 'roof 
agencies.' However, supporters of federal aid within 
the UOJCA were unable to pass a favorable resolution. 
Herbert Berman, a UOJCA vice-president chaired the 
session which was to determine the Union's position. 
Reuben E. Gross, who served with Berman on the 
committee considering the question, sought to have 
the chairman disqualified because of Berman's declared 
opposition to Federal aid. When this failed, Berman 
presented his resolution which favored federal aid only 
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WHO JS "NOT ENLIGHTENED"? 
Writing of the UOJCA convention in the 

Intermountain Jewish News, Rabbi Manuel 
Laderman reports that the proceedings received 
unusual press coverage, but that, "unfortunately 
much of the reporting failed to enlighten the read
ers about what actually took place." 

Expressing his pleasure that the UOJCA did 
not withdraw from the Synagogue Council, 
Laderman writes that the decision of the Union's 
position on federal aid was another triumph for 
the liberal forces and "the UOJCA therefore is 
officially aligned again with all other branches 
of Jewry who hold that it is not advisable to 
seek federal funds for Jewish and other religious 
schools." 

In fact, the delegates rejected a resolution op
posing federal aid and passed a resolution favor
ing such aid. While there is now a dispute within 
UOJCA as to the effect of a motion to reconsider, 
the Union office insists that they now have no 
position on the question. 

Rabbi Laderman is correct in stating that many 
readers of the press were not enlightened "as to 
what actually took place." This includes readers 
of the Intermountain Jewish News. 

to the extent that it would not tamper with the principle 
of separation of church and state. Such a program 
would permit personal services to the schools-already 
being provided-and tax write-offs for tuition pay
ments, but it would forbid any outright grants and 
loans. Gross' resolution asked for direct aid to parochial 
schools for their general studies program. 

The voting went as follows: A motion to table was 
defeated. The Berman resolution was defeated by a 
four-vote margin, notwithstanding a plea for its support 
by the Union's president, Moses I. Feurstein. Turning 
to the Gross resolution, the delegates approved it by 
a vote of 37 to 36, and again on a recount by a vote 
of 40 to 39. The Washington Post reports that "several 
delegates left immediately to prepare for the impending 
Sabbath. Berman then announced that 'the vote was 
not final.' Reuben Gross, leader of the pro-aid group, 
attempted to wrench the microphone from the hands 
of the chairman ... " Failing to win the floor, Gross 
and many of his supporters left the meeting hall. After 
they had gone, Berman entertained a motion to re
consider, which was carried. According to Bermau 
this action negated the previous resolution. Gross has 
since contested this ruling and maintains that the 
motion to reconsider simply means that at a future 
convention the question may be re-opened but until 
then his resolution stands. 

The above report covers only those aspects of the 
Union convention which are of special concern to all 



in 
convention was a large·. representation youngsters 
from the National Conference of Synagogue Youth 
(NCSY) sponsored by the Union; and college students 
associated with Y avneh, the national organization 
of Orthodox college youth, which is in the Union orbit. 
Participants report that a warm Torah atmosphere 
prevailed coming to a climax with the festive conven-

. tion Shabbos. . . • .· . .·· . . .. . . .· .· . . ... ··. ..• . 
Without doubt; the Union has come a long way 

from the time that one of their Jeaders cou1d · state that 
"hundreds of ... Jewish Jaws which in other ages 
and other lands had unquestioned authority" had been 
tacitly forgotten. The Union has in recent years restored 
to the hundreds of its congregational affiliates a dedi
cation to Torah standards and has reawakened in those 
under its influence a concern for Jewish law. The gap 
which separated "American Orthodoxy" from "East 
European" Jewish life has been narrowed. The notion 
that a schul can be Orthodox even without a mechitza 
has been struck down by a vigorous campaign for 
synagogue standards in Union congregations. Scores 

· of youngsters in communities far removed geographi
cally and spiritually from Orthodoxy, have been chan
neled into yeshivos and day-schools. Jn essence, the 
Union has come closer to the mainstream of the Torah 

.··community in America which looks to Gedolai Torah 
for guidance in these confused times. 

·· -Mutttal Recognition 
It is· because of this development,· that ··we find it 

shocking that the Union has rejected the desire of our 
·· ... Gedolim to solidify American Orthodoxy by throwing 

off the compromising alliances which the .Union has 
inherited from a not-so-glorious past. Should anyone 
doubt that Orthodox participation has, contrary to the 
Orthodox apologists, enhanced the prestige and 
strengthened the position of Reform and Conservatism, 
Jet him read the words of Dr. Joachim Prinz, Reform 
leader, who as president of the American Jewish 
Congress has become a leading ideologist of the secular

. ist forces, spoken at the recent "Dialogue" conducted 

. this past summer in Israel. 
· ["Judaism as direct social action is thus one of the 
.facts of American Jewish life.] Another fact, in its 
own way as revolutionary, is the mutual recognition 
of the three denominations of Jewish religious life: 

.·· Orthodox, Conservative and Reform. Each of the 
groups understands and respectfully acknowledges that 
the other groups have a right to exist and to consider 
their own Jewish concept as authentica1ly Jewish .... 
In the realm of theology and ritual the three groups 

·· differ widely. Jn the realm of the Jewish community, 
however, they constitute a· united religious front in 

··America. In so doing, they have demonstrated to Jews 
in other parts of the world that such harmonious co-

hope that the example of such 
as it exists in the United States, might also set 
example to the Jewish community in Israel." 

.. . Dr. Prinz makes it perfectly clear that he wishes 
for Israel to import the American know-how in 'reli
gious' harmony and the mutual respect of the three 
'denominations' to the sacred soil of Eretez Yisroel. 
Speaking of Jews who may emigrate to Israel, he 
continues, "In their country of origin, these Jews have ·· 

· ·been told for generations that their leaders' interpre
tation of Torah and those customs which they observed 
are authentically Jewish. The authenticity of their 
Jewishness must be accepted by the country that invites 
them to come. The teachers and rabbis of the gola, _ 
ordained to interpret within their special theological 

.··discipline-Orthodox, Reform or Conservative, must 
be respected and their rulings must be accepted." 

No 'ultra-Orthodox' polemicist could present a better 
case for an immediate and final break with those who 
would compound their felony and undermine Ortho

.· doxy in Israel as they have succeeded in doing 
America. One shudders at the thought of a 'SynagogUe 
Council of Israel,' a monstrosity which brings into 
bold relief the absurdity of the Synagogue Council of 

America. .·· .··. .. .. / .. · .· .······· ... · .. · ... · ....... · . . . 
Yet, in the face of this threat to Orthodoxy; a prom.;. 

ii'icnt member of the Rabbinical Council of America 
told his colleagues at a convention several years ago, 
that Orthodox rabbis must continue to sit with their 
non-Orthodox 'colleagues' because, "Let's face it: When 
we sit with them, it gives us prestige." In the face of 
hostility to Orthodoxy which grows from day to 
the Union chooses to reject a p'sak din which no 
authority has disputed, and which opens the only way 
in which the UOJCA can regain its Torah-prestige and 
join the mainstream of the Torah community. ..· 

It has been charged that· our position is motivated 
by hatred and jealousy and a desire to cut ourselves 
off from millions of our fellow Jews. It is not our 

.· fellow Je\vs we wish to break away from, · but the false 
leaders who have robbed our brothers of their Jewish 
heritage; who have legitamitized illiteracy and indif
ference and incorporated them into a new 'Judaism' 
for whose authenticity they seek Orthodox approval. 

· It is out of love for our fellow Jews, out of the 
·· deepest concern for their children and children's chil-

dren, who are being swallowed up in a sea of intermar- · 
riage and assimilation, that we point the finger at those 
who have misled them and succeeded in doing what 
Crusades and Inquisitions failed to achieve. Would the 
prophets of Israel be revered today had they counseled 

··harmonious relations with the worshippers of Baal and 
the Jewish collaboraters with Hellenism, whose down"' 
fall we recently celebrated. 

.. The late Reb Ahron Kotler ?~"T, was revered as 
a Goan in Torah and in Harbatzas Torah. He was no 



·less··a Goa~ ·in··his .love for every ·Jew .. Heshuclderecl 
at the thought that a Jewish child in Oshkosh or in 
an Israeli kibbutz should be deprived of the chance 
to study and observe Torah. How dare anyone impugn 
his love for Jews? How dare a man entrusted with the 
leadership of a union of Orthodox congregations mouth 
the words, that a man like Reh Ahron Kotler whose 
powerful Torah leadership will be a model for centuries 
to come, was 'pressured' into taking a position for 
which he fought with every fibre of his sainted soul? 

Those who opposed a break with the Synagogue 
·Council argued that Orthodoxy does not have the 

.. facility to address itself to the non-Jewish world. A 
·· wise young man recently told us of an earlier period 

To dispel the confusion in the mirids of many 
Jews as to the precise nature of the p'sak din, 
we are publishing the exact text with an Eng

·· lish translation. 
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..... ~.~~· .... wo\llct·saywith 
adulation of an acculturated mann ken reden 

· tzun a polis-man, 'That man can speak lo a policeman.' 
Jn the year 1964 when Orthodoxy, which a reporter 
for The Washington Post called the Thursday Child 

··of American Judaism which is beginning to flex its 
new-found muscles, must surely possess in its ranks 
leaders, 'voss kenen reden tzun a polis-man.' 

Let the Union of Orthodox Congregations flex its 
muscles; let it manifest love for Jewish children rather 
than 'harmonious coexistence' with the enemies of 
Torah. Let them sit with other Jews who are dedicated 
to Torah, and together we shall find "the rich potential 
of the Orthodox Jewish community." 

We have been asked by a number of rabbis 
in the country and by alumni and musmoehim 
of yeshivos, if it is permissible to partici· 
pate with and be a member of The New 
Yor!i Boord of Rcbhis and similar 9roups in 
other communities, which ore composed of 
l'teform and Conservative 'rabbis'. 

Havin9 gathered to9ether to clarify this 
matter, it r~a~ been ruled by the undersi9ned 
thd it is forbidden by the law of our sacred 
Torah to be a member of and to participate 
in such on or9ani:ration . 

We have also been csked if it is permis· 
sib!e to participate with and to be a member 
of the Syr1e:i909ue Council of America, which 
is a:so composed of Reform and Conserva· 
tive or9cnizaticns. 

We have ruled that it is forbidden by the 
law of our sacred Torah to participate with 
them either as an individual or as an organ· 
ized communed body . 

May Hashem Yisboroch have mercy on His 
people, and seal the breaehes [in Torah 
life] and may we be worthy of the eleva
tion of the glory of our sacred Torah and 

.... o!.ir people Israel. 
Signed this fifth day, the week of 

Parshas ((i Seesoh, the Ei9hteenth day 
of Adcar, t5716, in +Die City of New York. 

- Avraham Joffen 
- Avraham Kafmanowitz 
- Ahron Kofler 

Gedal:a Shorr 
David Lifshuh: 
Chaim Mordecai Kcif% 
Yaakov Kc:minetsky . .·· 
Yaakov Yitzchok Hale'lfi Ruderman 

- Yitzehok Hutner 
Menachem Yose1 Zachs 

-· Moshe Feinsfoin 



, .. . .. 

>presented by Agudathisrael 
The followi~~ paper . was deli,,ered by Rabbi . 

Murray Weitman, a member of the National 
. Exec:utive Board of Agudath Israel of America . . 

The pe:per was presented in response to a request · 
by the Union of Orthodox Jewish Con9re9ations 
of America for statements of opinion . on the 
creation cf a celltral representative agency for 
Orthodox Jewry. 

.. ··A_····> · · .. · .. GODA TH ISRAEL welcomes· a discussion· on 

····•·•··· the possibility of creating . an . independent 
·· · . · unified Orthodox voice on the American and 
world scene as an important forward step. We view 
the new stirrings within the various Orthodox organ- .· 

.· izations to reassess their position on the overall problem 
of "roof agencies" as an indication that we are begin
ning to move forward towards Orthodoxy's ultimately 

··throwing off its shackling alliance with the secularist 
and Reformist groups. Agudath Israel as a world 

· movement has since its inception advocated effective 
independent Orthodox action as the only course to take. 

These new winds that are blowing within Orthodoxy 
have developed not only because of the natural yearn
ing of the Orthodox Jew to associate himself with ·· 
like-minded Jews, but even more so, because of actions 
by the non-Orthodox groups and their leaders them
selves. 

It has now become abundantly dear that the oft- . 
repeated justification for Orthodox groups affiliating 
themselves with Reformist groups in such agencies as 
the Synagogue Council of America, namely, the claim 

. that it would contain the Reformers· and restrict their 
· expansionist aims, is a prbven fallacy. Not only have 
the ambitions of the Reform and Conservative groups 
not been restrained, but they have cleverly and con-

. sistently exploited the religious status which the Ortho
dox groups have granted them as an effective means of 

·.··<furthering their own designs to win over broad masses 
of uninformed Jews to their "wings of Judaism." 

It is our considered view that this concept of "three 
wings of Judaism" which some of the Orthodox have 
been aiding and abetting, is greatly responsible for the 
deterioration of Jewish life in this country by effacing 
the lines of demarcation between classical Judaism and 
the false "Judaism" offered by heretics who do not 

beli~ve in Torah min H~~h~inayini, and ~f whom man)' 
do not even believe in G-d . 

Furthermore, this affiliation with ihe nol1'-6rthodox . 
.. •in "roof agencies" has not only had a deleterious effect 

on -Judaism and Torah interests in every part of the 
world, but it has not even been effective to blunt the 
edge of the sword which these Reformist have 

·been brandishing in their all-out battle 
doxy . 

Only several months ago We sadly witnessed the 
···infamous "Seven-Organization .Declaration" against 
Orthodoxy-in Israel, which stooped to the depths of · 
encouraging missionary activity in the Holy Land. If 
such treasonable activity is the fruit of many decades .· 
of brotherly fraternization, whether it· be in the . Syn a~ .·· .· 
gogue Council or other such groups-'-is this fraterniza
tion worth sustaining? Even if one were to disregard 
the p'sak din banning such fraternization, the realities 
of current events speak loudly and clearly. 

.· .· .· :· . . . · ' ·. .. 

········ ··· •·T············ .. : i~N;~~ ~i~!~~~n~Hfo~~~~ :~;eg~~~~~~x~f. 
· ·.· .. · ... ··· Torah interests, is the creation of an independent · 

Orthodox agency which would project Orthodox views . 
··in basic areas of mutual agreement vis-a-vis the general 
Jewish and non-Jewish world. This independent Ortho
. dox agency would have to perform an aggressive public 
relations task to dispel the false image of Orthodox 
Jewry that our opponents have foisted upon an un~ 
informed laity, and also act with dignity and vigor to 
present Torah views whenever developments in the 
general Jewish and non-Jewish world warrant such 
action. 

There are of c~urse many det~ilswhich would haye 
to be formulated regarding the method of operation 
of such an agency, and each ,organization will eventual
ly decide its final position after consultation with its 
policy-making bodies. 

At this time, we want to present fwo basic postulates 
that Agudath Israel considers essential for the con
sideration of such a project: 

·•·· In ·order for ·thkOrthodox ~gency to be effecti~e 
and meaningful, it is imperative that every participat"' .·· 



ing organization realize that one cannot speak simul
taneously from two platforms-on the one hand 
through the Orthodox agency, and on the other hand, 
through the non-Orthodox "roof agency." Speaking 
with two voices can only add to the chaos and con
fusion in Jewish life that we are so eager to eliminate. 
It is also obvious that in any number of fundamental 
instances the non-Orthodox camps would incline to 
radically opposite policies of those adopted by the 
Orthodox community, and dual permanent affiliations 
by some of the Orthodox groups would create intoler
able confusion. 

If some Orthodox groups persist in continuing to 
speak through a permanent non-Orthodox agency, 
then the Orthodox agency can only be considered by 
us as an ad hoc relationship on specific problems. Such 
ad hoc meetings of Orthodox groups have occasionally 
taken place in the past, but this is certainly not the 
ultimate solution. If all these Orthodox groups will 
now be impelled by recent events to leave the per
manent "roof agencies" and meet with the non
Orthodox only on an ad hoc basis, then the relation
ship with other Orthodox groups could be on a per
manent basis. In short, there cannot be two permanent 
agencies voicing Jewish views, and the Orthodox face 
the choice as to which group they want to work with 
on a permanent basis and which on an ad hoc basis. 

• It is also our conviction that a centralized Orthodox 
agency, in order to make certain that all basic policy 
decisions foHow a true Torah course, must establish 
a policy body comprised of the acknowledged Gedolai 
Torah, whose decisions would be binding. Their Daas 
Torah is not only necessary to guarantee that the stand 
our Orthodox agency takes is consonant with Torah 
principles, but will also demonstrate to the world that 
the Orthodox method of finding solutions and adopting 
policies is radically different from that of the other 
camps. We feel that a formula could be found to 
determine who these Gedolei Torah should be; as a 
rule of thumb, it would seem that the Roshai Y eshivos 
of the major Yeshivos would fit this category. The 
raising of the question of Daas Torah by any single 
constituent should automatically require referral of the 
issue to this policy body. 

W E EXTEND OUR HANDS in a plea for 
unity to our brethren in all Orthodox groups 
-despite our deeply-rooted differences in 

ideology and approach-to find common ground in 
the many areas where a united Orthodoxy can ac
complish so much for Torah interests. The decision 
you are now called upon to make boils down to the 
following question: 

With whom would you rather participate in a central 
agency? -
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With Dr. Eisendrath who wants us to accept the 
founder of Christianity as part of the "prophetic tra
dition in Judaism"; with Dr. Louis I. Newman who 
shamelessly marries a non-Jewish girl to a Jewish boy 
before the eyes of millions, conveying the impression 
that such wedlock has Jewish legitimacy? 

Or ... 
Would you rather associate with the giants of Torah, 

whose lives are saturated with a love for Torah and 
a love for Jews and Judaism, as well as with the 
masses of B'nai Torah and pious Jews who follow the 
leadership of those Gedolai Y isroel? 

We pray that you will choose to cast your lot with 
those who cherish Torah, as you do, who yearn for 
the opportunity to work with you that we may together 
declare to the world HASHEM HU HO'ELOK!M. 

Be An Informed Orthodox Jew ! 

Join Our 

City-wide News Forums 
on 

Current Jewish Problems and Events 
Speaker: RABBI NATHAN BULMAN 

Noted Editor and Educator 

• 
Sunday Evening, January 31st, 7:30 P.M. 

at 90 BENNET AVENUE 
8th Ave. or 7th Ave-Bway Line to 18lst St. 

• 
Sponsored as a City·Wide public service by 

AGUDATH ISRAEL OF WASHINGTON HEIGHTS 

Greetings 
to 

THE JEWISH OBSERVER 
on completion of the 

first year of publication 

• 
Efka Plastics Corp. 

Bayonne. New Jersey 

William K. Friedman, President 



\fia~a;.;c11"if l;icM~tii~a1>Kat~<,Fll 
.·An AppretiatJon 

T • EADERSHIP IS TWO-FOLD in nature .. There ·· ·· .L is the Sar-the post to which one ascends endows 
. · · him with leadership. There is the Gadol--0ne in 

whom greatness inheres. The true manhig is one who 
is both· Sar and Gadol-one in whom greatness inheres 

.. and is brought to full expression by virtue of the 
position of leadership to which he ascends. Such was 
the calibre of the late Rosh Hayeshiva of Telz, Hagaon 
Reb Chaim Mordechai Katz, l;!":sT. 

From his earliest youth he spent his life within the· 
portals of yeshivos under trying conditions. Upon 
being chosen as the son-in-law of the Rav and Rosh 
Hayeshiva of Telshe, Hagarm Reb Yosef Leib Bloch, 
?":st, he immediately assumed the responsibilities of 

·· assisting in the develbpment and expansion of the 
Yeshiva. He became the Menahel of the Mechina of 
the Yeshiva and an active member of the Hanhala of 
the Yeshiva. He was in great measure responsible for 
the development of the Yavne Gimnazia for Girls in 

·· Telshe which became the largest and most influential 
Orthodox Jewish High School for Girls in Lithuanian ·· 

· Jewry. He was actively associated with the development 
of the two Teachers' Seminaries in Telshe-one for 

·· ·· men and one for women. . . . .. 
He became a leading fador fo the development of 

Agudath Israel in Lithuania. Together with the late 
Gaon Reb Elya Mayer Bloch, ' "'ltr, he bore the re

. sponsibility for the only Orthodox weekly published 
· in Lihuania, the Aguda Weekly Dos Yiddishe Vort, 

with publication headquarters in Telshe. The extent of 
his Klal-Yisroel activity can be judged by the fact that 
when yet quite young he .was chosen by the third 
Knessia as a member of the World Vaad Hapoel. 
With his demise, there passed away the last of Lithu
anian Jewry accorded this singular honor. .. 

In all these manifold activities Rav Katz never as
. serted himself personally. He was a loyal soldier in 

the army headed by the Gaon of Telz, Reb Yosef Leib 
Bloch, ?":ST. Throughout the years of his many faceted 
pre-war activities for Torah, his personal life was beset 
with innumerable hardships which would have broken 
a lesser man. Rav Katz, however, was possessed with 
an iron will and indomitable spirit. His measure for 
achievement was never "can it be done," but rather 

.. "must it be done." If it must be done, then it can be 
done. Things can only be done if every last detail is 
attended to. Rav Katz, a master planner of great 
ingenuity and initiative, was always the master of the 
smallest detail; 

:~:·~:::::L:::v::::A:::·::::e:; "f ~I 
.··· ..•. •. i~ the soldier, were brought to th.e~r full expres• > , . 
· · . · s1on when he ascended to the posltlon of leader-· 

.·· ~:~~:~~~~~~~Efs!~:~2'.~}~i~~~i j~I 
.• ~eh:~:a;~~s~rit:ie sJ;!~~:g·~~~~:~~~cr1~~io~~it~a:1~=:~ .· <{\ }\ 
lost his wife, ten sons, and one daughter horn after he • · ·. ;• 

E~;~::~~;J~1~~ii~~;~~!~~~~~1 : ~~fl 
~~~~~~e ~~~i~~:~l 1!n:re~s~~~nr:ia; i~~~7:~el1~i~~< • !.\,(! 

~~~~~eSh ~;;~;~:;:~:~!£~~lt~~·~··:j~::'. , !$1 

. ~;~iE~~~~JEt~~~L;li;f Et~i~~t ~-
~i!h ;~;h~~s~;~a!~{;efu:~ A~:~~:;,d t~~e .fo7~~i':~ ) /X1'.{i. 

~:~;;r;;;;i~:;;;~;;~; ~,~I 
.Katz. I1~at~:!£in~11th~p~~r~~ho;~~~rs ;!Y!:::. i ...•.•. Yi/j)' 
there was brought to fullest expression the inherent > > 

·· •·· . Gado/ . . Urider his dynamic leadership there developed ; > .· · 



a new era of growth, development and expansion. The 
new campus in Wickliffe was developed. The student 
body grew to four hundred. The Kole! became a 
strong and inseparable adjunct of the Yeshiva. A 
Mechina was established in Johannesburg, South Afri
ca. A Yeshiva Gedola was established in Chicago 
growing in three years to an enrollment of nearly one 
hundred students. 

His stature as a Manhig became a recognized fact 
and his guidance and counsel was sought throughout 
the Torah world in problems of Chinuch and for the 
solution of problems of a Klal-Yisroel nature. His 
word was one of wisdom and vision tempered with a 
deep sense of practical reality. 

Rav Katz followed the tradition of his grandfather, 
Reb Laizer Telzer, ?"ir, his father-in-law, Reb Yosef 
Laib Bloch, ?"ir, and his brothers-in-law, in his life
long efforts for the Agudath Israel movement. He saw 
Aguda as the practical fulfillment in the every-day life 

of the Jew, of the ideals which motivated his massive 
efforts in building the Telshe Yeshiva. 

His intimate association with Agndath Israel was 
climaxed by his service in the Moetzes Gedolai Ha
torah, where his forcefulness and keen insight were a 
strong influence in the deliberations of Agnda's supreme 
policy-making body. 

At the Fifth Knessia Gedolah, held in Jerusalem 
last summer, Rav Katz took a major role in the formu
lation of Daas Torah, as it applies to the many unpre
cedented problems facing Klal Yisroel today. 

With his passing, an era in the history of the Yeshiva 
has come to a close. His legacy, the legacy of his 
generation, is now passed on to his younger colleagues 
who were his close associates in all his work through
out his life time. Kial Yisroel remains certain that 
Telshe Yeshiva will proceed forward in unbroken 
continuity. 

ASPIRATION FOR TORAH 
Harav Chaim Mordecai Katz, ., .. ~T 

The following, an adaptation of a ny; i111111 entitled 
no'N!ll delivered by the late Telzer Rosh Hayeshiva, 
is presented as an example of his profound thought, 
and of the words of inspiration which had such a 
profound influence on his students. 

The word no'M!I/, which is the title of this essay, 
is a difficult one to translate. Its root is ~M!I/ "to 
breathe." For the purpose of this adaptation the word 
"aspiration" has been chosen, with its root in the Latin 
spinare-"to breathe." Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 
defines it as "a longing for what is elevated or above 
one." It is in this sense of the striving after that which 
is uplifting or ennobling in which it is here used. 

The adaptation and translation is by Rabbi Chaim 
Dov Keller, a talmid of Rav Katz, and Rosh Yeshiva 
of the Chicago branch of the Telshe Yeshiva. 

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR A MAN TO REACH THE HEIGHTS 

of ennoblement, to attain any degree of greatness of 
soul, if he does not acquire the quality of aspiration. 
Deep within him there must be implanted a profound 
longing, an encompassing desire to reach great heights. 
His whole being must be impregnated with ambitions 
to raise himself to all which elects and ennobles man. 
·Only then can he expect to achieve greatness. But if 
·he lacks aspiration Ire may expend great energies but 
.be will remain much the same. 

Our father Yaakov on his way from B'er Sheva to 
· Charan dreamt a dream: 1!1/Mii niiM ~X~ c?c nim ••. 
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(~"' ,n"~ l'l'!llNi~) , •. n~'~!lln ~'l~.And behold there was 
a ladder set upon the earth and the top of it reached 
to heaven . . . There are many explanations and in
terpretations of the dream. The Malbim explains that 
Y aakov was shown in this prophetic dream how he 
himself connected all the worlds; standing on the earth, 
as he did physically, yet reaching sr:iritually to the 
very heavens. 

It would seem to me that Y aakov was shown in his 
dream that which he had always thought in his heart, 
(~"Y n"l m~i~) ,~., ,,,nin~ M':oM c;M? ,., )'Mi~ J'M, 
A man is only shown [in his dreams] the reflections of 
his heart (Berachos 55b). Our father Yaakov con
stantly aspired in his heart to grasp the Divine mysteries 
of the Universe. He therefore was shown that, in truth, 
this was neither above nor beyond him; just as the 
ladder was set upon the earth and had its top in Heaven, 
so can man, step-by-step, rung-by-rung, ascend the 
ladder of eternity and reach, at its top,-Heaven itself! 

All depends on man's ambition; on the strength of 
his aspirations. Whatsoever goal he sets with his bound
less vision and his firm determination-to that measure 
he will gain Divine assistance and will be enabled to 
reach it. 

THE "SEFER HACHINUCH" IN THE EXPLANATION OF 

the mitzvoh of i~iyn ni'oC (the counting of the 49 
days between the first day of Pesach and Shilvuos) 
writes as follows: "Since the whole purpose ·and goal 
of Israel is nothing but the Torah and since 'tb'e whole 



reo1eerneo from was to accept Torah •. ·· 
.· on and to fulfill it ..... arid. since it is their ultimate · 

good; since [Torah] is the purpose of Israel and ..•.• ~ 
because of it they were redeemed, and achieved all of 
the greatness that they ever possessed-we are there
fore commanded to count from the second day of 
Pesach until the day of the givii;ig' of the Torah. (Shav
uos), to manifest the great longing in our hearts ~or 

··that glorious day, just as a slave longs for the evemng 
shadows and constantly counts. toward the day when 
he will be free. For when a man counts toward some-
thi~g it shows the greatne'ss ·'of his longing for the .· We see that the Chachomim ascerfairied that 
appointed time." .. . . .· . . greatness of Rabi Akiva came as a result of this 

From this we can see how vital is the longing for tion which was given impetus by the reasoning .·· .· .. 
greatness_;_for the Torah makes it a positive command showed him··. that nothing is impossible with tinie ·and 
to count days in order to instill within us a. longing with incessant effort; even a hard stone can <be bored 

· and a desire to receive the Torah. Moreover it would through by the constant dripping ()f water alone; fcfr 
seem that were it not for this striving, this aspiration, · each drop-no matter how•seemingly insignificant~ 
Israel would not have been worthy of receiving the makes its impression, and iri the end, drop .by 
Torah. Indeed they would have been incapable of · · ·· drop by drop, the '.'impossible" was accomplished, 
grasping the vastness of Torah, nor would they have stone was hewn through. Jf so, reasoned he, how 
been able to absorb the Divine Wisdom . into their can the words of Torah, each one of which.is so no1wer.., 
lifeblood, were it not for the yearning of their souls · ful, fail to penetrate my heart arid carve it to the 
after it. ·· . ·· . . . ·· Divine pattern? And it was this burning desire.to be 
. Now it is a matter of history that the Gedolai Yisroel transformed by the words of Torah which made possi-

.. · .. ;.::__the saints and sages of Israel that lived in a!l gen- . ble the emergence Of that Torah giant, Rabi Akiva! 
•·· erations-attained their greatness because of their lofty .···· .. Unfortunately, in our time; especially here in Amer;. 
·· aspirations, which, coupled with their unremitting toil lea, this is sorely lacking. The drive for great spiritual · .· 
in the study of Torah, drove ~em_ ev~r onward an? ·· achievement is missing and we are willing to be ·""''1',,,.'"ri 
upward. For the quali~y of aspiration

1
.1sh such that it with little. . . .. . . .· .. · . . ... ··.. .·· .. . .. 

enhances one's potential for accomp is ment, opens .. It is hard tO find young men (such as were ......... ,,,1,.•~+ 
.. bne's mind and gives one greater ability to grasp and . in the European yeshivos)---who dream .· gc_idlus 
·· .absorb. Yet beside all this, the aspiration itself raises ·. . hatorah; whose enthusiasm and imagination know 

and makes man great. When a person's mind is occu- .· bounds in their drive for greatness ....... ··· . . . . ... · · .. • · .•. · / 
· · pied with thoughts of greater ach.ieve~e!1t he ris:s What talented young scholar of the · the European 

above that which is crass, that which is ignoble; his, yeshivas did· not plan on learning through shas (!he 
inner self becomes finer, his soul is ennobled by the entire Talmud) or at least through the three sedurim: 
desire itself. · nashim; nezikin and moed?* . . .. · .· . / .. 

.. ·. The spirit of ambition for greatness in Torah a1ld 
in piety ruled in the yeshivos-'-and we were therefore .· THE sAINTLY RART AKTvA; ·· wiio IN LATER LIFE 

achieved universal fame and who transmitted his spirit
ual inheritance to thousands of disciples, attained his 

.. ·· pinacle of greatness only because of his extraordinary 
·· desire to learn Torah. .· .· 

i The-Sages, seeking the secrefof his greatness asked: 
('i . n lnl ':J'i'"I .. ni:::i~) ? N::l'i'Y 'i r,w '1'1''"1'1 i'l'il i'l~· 
What'' was the beginning of Rabi Akiva? Confronted .· 
with the staggering magnitude of Rabi Akiva's grasp 
Of Torah, they sought the key to; it all; they sought 
that quality which made possible -this~wondrous spe~~ 
tacle of greatness that was .the saintly Tanah. And, in 
answer, they related the event which. set Rabi Akiva 
off on his ascendant road to glory: 

. . When he ,was forty ·y~ars,: old he still had 
'l earned nothing_c:)f the Torah.:qne d~y he stood 

blessed with gteat saints and sages. . . . . . · 
We also . saw in the European yeshivos a keen · com~ 

petition in the study of Torah. But here there is. no . 
such problem-no competition,.no jealousy. There may · 
be jealousy in other matters, but not in Torah learning; ·· .. ... ......... . 
There are precious few who are at all ashamed of their 
ignorance of Torah.All of this bodes little good. 

The truth is that jealousy is a low and ~·•·'""''1,;,, 
trait; but in the study of Torah it is good and praise
worthy. '.'Jealousy is like rot in the bones" says Shlonl.O 
(Proverbs 14: 30), yet the jealousy of Torah scholars 
is a precious thing( for t hrough it wis~om grows .. · · 

, ·.. ' : 

'-' The three (of the six) 
stu~ied in the .. Yeshivos. 



LET US LOOK AT AN UNUSUAL DECISION OF THE 
gemora. 

There is a law which bars intruding on the business 
rights of one's neighbor. Under certain circumstances 
it is illegal to open a business next to a similar one 
for the proprietor of the first one can say you are 
taking away my livelihood. Yet if one who teaches 
Torah to children wishes to enter into competition in 
the same location as another teacher, the first one 
cannot stop him, for m~~n n:iin C'iDic nNlj;>, The jeal
ousy of sages will increase wisdom. Each one will be 
forced, in order to compete with the other, to strengthen 
his own knowledge-and although ordinarily such a 
move would be improper, in this case the law allows 
seeming disregard for another's livelihood for the com
pelling and all-important reason that the Torah will 
be enhanced. If the first man is not as good as the 
second let him improve himself. For when we deal in 
the wisdom of Torah we deal not in livelihoods-bnt 
in the essence of life itself! This is how our sages 
understood the value of Torah learning! 

What is more, aspiration to greatness in Torah and 
in G-tllinesss is not only a much-to-be-desired quality 
but, it would seem, is a duty. Our Sages tell us: 
1l':IN cni:ix ;nvy~; '111Y~ 1Y'l' 'n~ ,~,., C"TM :l"n. 
A man has the duty to say, 'when shall my deeds reach 
those of our father A vraham.' One must strive to reach 
the pinnacle of greatness-the level of Avraham-that 
is to set as his goal the complete realization of his own 
potential which can only be accomplished if he aims 
for the level of the A vos. 

It has thus been shown that aspiration is a quality, 
among the other qualities of Man, which must be cul
tivated. Each must consider if he has used this quality 
to the full, each must give an account of the degree 
to which he has used it for good. 

The Chovos Halevovos (Duties of the Heart by 
Rabbi Bachya Ibn Pakuda-Shaar Cheshbon Hanefesh 
Ch. 21) writes as follows: 

"The account which a person must make with his 
soul concerns those abilities to serve G-d which he 
already has; to constantly make use of these abilities. 
to pursue them dilligently until they become second 
nature. Then he must try to increase his power; and 
he must long in his heart for this and raise himself 
in his mind, pray to G-d to help and strengthen him 
to do more than he is able, in knowledge and in deed, 
with a faithful heart. If he continuously does this, the 
Creator will grant him his prayers and will open the 
gates of his knowledge and will strengthen his mind 
and his limbs to.Julfill His commandments above and 
beyond his ability, step after step, as it is said (Isaiah 
48: 17) I am the Lord your G-d, who teaches you for 
your good, who leads you in the way you shall go. 

THIS ASPIRATION IS ITSELF A MEANS BY WHICH A 

man can reach greatness. Even though there are, thank 
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G-d, in the yeshivos, many gifted individuals with 
exceptional young talents who exert themselves in the 
study of Torah, we must raise our aspirations for true 
greatness in Torah and Yiras Shomayim. We must 
set our sights to become the Gedolai Hador, to become 
the Tzadikim of this generation. Let us not be satisfied 
with a minimum-for man must strive for that which 
is beyond his ability. We shall then, with G-d's help, 
see true Torah greats emerge on this continent whose 
light will shine as the stars in Heaven! 
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--A hard look at. religious Jewry's att-ltudei .· .. · . . -- .. 
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Jews toward the Negro, and the Negro's demands for of a piece -with the Northern desire to keep their 
social and economic rights. An educated guess is that Negroes "in their place" through discrimination, 
the distribution of opinion among Orthodox Jews ever more .reprehensible we regard the former. 
resembles in some important respects, the views held cannot be consistent when we condemn the one ·;ind 
by other White ethnic groups on the same subject, practice the other. =--··',··>·0'.'"·'"" 

in the sense that our respect and acceptance of the lf evidence be needed of Orthodoxy's resistance 
Negro and his revolution vary according to the distances the Negro Revolution, it can be supplied by a 
separating White and Black . ... · .... · evaluation of pro-Civil Rights sentiment within 

.· . The anger against Mississippi lynch mobs gives way Jewry. Not only is the liberal voice generally 
. to indifference and even resentment in · relation to the but worse still, the tone of those liberals who do eXJ)te:ss 
Northern Negro's demands for better jobs, housing themselves, is usually apologetic and defensive . 

. ·and education. And when all distance is obliterated and is symptomatic of the psychological clash hr-1~""'"" 
_the Negro seeks to penetrate the White neighborhood, . personal and atomized commitment to .. Civil 
·· he arouses open hostility. . . . .·· . : and the enduring relationship to the Orthodox ~·"'~'" 

Since Orthodox Jews do notaccept a prlm·i the · >nity, whose attitude on the subject is often tadka1ly 
m~ral and social standards of society, even on questions ·· ·· different. · 
not inherently Halachic, the Orthodox position . on 
Civil Rights does not depend on the values of the 
-general White community. This artitle is primarily an 
expression of one Orthodox Jew's concern over. his 
co-religionist's attitude toward the Negro Revolution. 

From both a liberal and a religious standpoint, the 
Orthodox attitude toward the Negro is not commend
able. To be sure, there is something of an ideological 
commitment to Negro rights that concern such situa
tions as Mississippi-style oppression and Congressional 

: -enactment of Civil Rights legislation. While there are 
· unfortunately some religious Jews whose pronounce

ments on the issue border on ugly racism (I am unable 
to bring myself to include here some of the statements 
I have heard), they are unrepresentative; the inane 
expressions of "small men with little intellect . and 

.. compassion. . · .· _.··. . ..· .· _. _ .· . . . . .· . 
· . __ Orthodox Jewry's greatest vulnerability (thiS is true 
. of other groups) in the area of Civil Rights lies in 

. the failure to link a liberal position on what the U.S. 
·· Congress should do, with a moral and intellectual 

commitment in behalf of the Northern Negro's struggle 

DR. MARVIN ScH1cK teaches political science at Hunter 
· •· College in N ew York City. He ltas previously contributed 
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The Attitude of White 
The roots of the antipathy of some religious 

toward the Negro are found in their daily PY1n,,r·1M,,.P. 

The first and perhaps most common source is '"';-.-·"""·' '""·'"' 
prevailing · attitude of White America, of which 
are a part. It is true, of course, that in most of out _ 
behavior patterns that involve religious activity 
belief we have resisted assimiliationist pressures 'of 
American society. But elsewhere we have frequently 
adopted and adapted to the conduct of 
America, even to the extent of 
.judices. 
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a factor that is especially relevant to an understanding 
of those few whose attitudes are tinged with racism. 
This is a most sensitive question and l do not propose 
to examine it fully, except to point up some clear 
correlation between the way one earns a living and 
his outlook on Civil Rights. As a rule, the businessman 
is less liberal than the public school teacher, both of 
whom are Orthodox. The landlord and employer who 
are engaged in business enterprises, bringing them into 
regular contact with the Negro, are most disparaging 
of Negro rights, although without the Negro they could 
not maintain their economic position. This is perverse 
of course, but it is also rational in the sense that it 
proceeds out of an awareness that the success of the 
Negro Revolution would undermine that position. 

Priorities in Jewish Life 
ln spite of the views expressed above, l do not 

advocate the active participation of the several major 
Orthodox organizations in the Civil Rights movement. 
The agenda of these groups is too crowded with un
finished business to permit the. luxury of involvement 
in problems outside the periphery of Jewish life. The 
meager staffs of these organizations, overburdened as 
they are, are committed to vital programs such as 
Chinuch-expansion, youth activities, and community 
building, and it is at least a serious question whether 
Orthodox Judaism's resources will be equal to the 
challenges of the coming years. So limited are our 
resources, that even within the sphere of Jewish activity 
there is a constant need to establish priorities and, in 
the process, many worthwhile programs are often 
scrapped. 

Moreover, it is perhaps symptomatic of the spiritual 
bankruptcy of certain American Jewish organizations 
that the problems of the Jewish world are unable to 
fully occupy their large staffs and seven-figure budgets 
and they must divert a considerable portion of their 
resources to ailments of the larger American commu
nity. 

Most emphatically, though, it is necessary to insist 
that neither the organizational limitations of Orthodox 
Jewry, nor the identification of non-religious Jewish 
groups with the Civil Rights movement frees the indi
vidual Orthodox Jew from a personal responsibility 
in the matti!:r, or even remotely justifies an anti-Negro 
position. Without delineating the exact character of 
this responsibility, although obviously it encompasses 
a moral and intellectual involvement with Civil Rights, 
at the very least, active participation by individual 
Jews must not be deprecated. An Orthodoxy that 
values more highly or subjects to less critiCism the 
purchase of an Irish Sweepstake ticket, than a contribu
tion to NAACP or CORE, distorts the ethics of our 
faith and is in need of much soul-searching. Likewise, 
participation in a Civil Rights rally is not ethically or 
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Halachically inferior to a long wait on line at the 
Radio City Music Hall. 

As was suggested earlier, a well-used argnment con
fronting the advocates of Civil Rights is that because 
the Negro population includes many persons of criminal 
and anti-social tendencies, the enforced interactions 
between the races resulting from Civil Rights pressure 
will be adverse to the interests and even safety of 
White urban dwellers. The data concerning Negro 
crime and juvenile delinquency are widely available 
and not the subject of any serious dispute. However, 
the proper conclusions to be drawn from this record, 
insofar as Civil Rights advocacy is concerned, are con
sistent with the liberal position. The resistance to Civil 
Rights predicated on Negro crime is not only illogical 
but it also reveals how the irrational force of prejudice 
tends to blind people to the preservation and promotion 
of their own interests. For unless we are completely 
resigned to Negro crime, it is critically important that 
we strive for those social goals, i.e., improved housing, 
better education, and job security, that past experience 
has demonstrated help to reduce crime and juvenile 
delinquency and promote a healthier society for alt 

Nor is, the usual bugaboo, "Do you want to live in 
the same neighborhood or house with Negroes?," an 
any more impressive rejoinder to the advocate of Civil 
Rights, if only for the reason that this is not the basic 
issue raised by the Negro Revolution. The real question 
Orthodox Jews must answer is whether we accept our 
moral and intellectual responsibility to support decent 
treatment of an underprivileged minority and not 
whether we will rent apartments to Negroes. l do not 
suppose that anyone seriously maintains that the rights 
of Italian-Americans or, for that matter, Jews, depend 
on whether other people want to share their neighbor
hoods with them. 

Moreover, the suppression of Negro rights in the 
North has not effectively impeded Negro penetration 
of neighborhoods that are centers of Orthodox Jewish 
population. To the contrary, the larger effect of the 
exclusion of Negroes from such White sections has 
been that even minimal Negro entry unlooses panic, 
often nourished by the efforts of realtor-blockbusters, 
and within a relatively short period of time the racial 
distribution has shifted dramatically and the neighbor
hood is in a process of deterioration. 

In marshalling arguments in favor of Orthodox 
support of Civil Rights, the problem of neighborhood 
deterioration deserves special attention. lndependent of 
any ideological impulse, Orthodox Jews have a special 
reason for desiring improvement of the Negro's Jot. 
We have seen in New York City, Detroit, Baltimore, 
Chicago, and elsewhere, that many of our most de
veloped neighborhoods, in terms of the attributes of a 
community, were vulnerable to mass Negro entry. Only 
the simple minded will regard moving out when Negroes 
move in as an adequate response (which is what 



•there• \Vh() wotid. ,. ~h~ri ilie 
• cost/of .• •the· abandoned community investment 

()f yeshivas, synagogues;.· mikvaoes, and centers-was 
in the millions of dollars, and replacement elsewhere 
(which is never fully possible) is even more costly. 

· · · /gloomy outlook; my own experiences With ...,vuvi~c 
··in New York City convinces me that the ·o··~~··~u 

·· desperate. .··· . . .·· .· .. · 

.. A mature regard for the position of religious Jewry 
involves doing all that is possible to retain and improve 
the old neighborhoods even if Negro families have 
moved in. And, !while at present this is not an easy 

This alienation is the product of numerous ·i"'·""'" 
.· not the least of which are the years of 

task, the achievement by the Negro of his just demands 
when translated }nto decent jobs and education will 

· contribute handsomely to the accomplishment of this 
end. 

by the parents, and even the most ................... ... 
· not be able to easily arrest the trend. But· we must 

strive to reach these youth, . and while religious com-. • 
promises must be ruled out, advocacy of Civil Rights 
by the Orthodox community can help to prepare the 
way for a relationship with alienated young 
Certainly, it is urgent that we do not write off 
permanently lost ninety pet cent of this The nature of Orthodox Judaism as it functions iri 

American society, will require, for a long time to come, 
that the bulk of observant Jews continue to Jive in 
the major cities, Increasingly, .these· cities also serve as 
centers of Negro population. Jn a sense, therefore, 

· accelerated interaction between the observant Jew 
and the Negro (as we now interact inour cities with 
White groups) is inevitable, and consequently the 

Jewish population. One of the surest signs of the 
condition of religious Jewry in this country is that 
we so readily accept without any battle the defections ·· 
of our co-religionists. This is our great religious ... 

.·.·promise! Over one hundred years ago Rabbi Samson 
R. Hirsch refused to agree that the city of Frankfurt;; .· 

· · betterment of the condition of the Negro in the cities 
will benefit Orthodox Jewry .. · 

.: ·· . . · .· · 

ihe Melting Pot 
In Atnetica~ sodety; Orthbdox JcwS and Negroes, .· 

perhaps more than any other minority groups, resist 
·the pervasive influence of the culture of the Melting 

· ·· .· Pot, and this is another reason why our own interest 
should lead us to support Civil Rights. Associated with .·. 
the two groups are certain signs (his color, for the •· 
Negto) that separate them from the whole of society. 
For the Jewish people, throughout their history, a ·· 
distinctive dress and language and a Torah ethic have 
served to .deflect the assimilationist pressures of the 
time. But these have also served as objects of scorn to 
stimulate anti-Jewish passions by segments of the non
J ewish majorities. 

In this country, few of us have corhe into contact .· .. ·· 
with anti-Semitism, but this should not blind us so 
that we do not understand that our way of life is a 
source of derision for others. (What is it that some 
Jews have said of Williamsburg dress? ) Legal guaran-

tees of Civil Rights and the proper respect for the 
rights of aU minorities, products of the N egro R ev
olution, offer still another benefit, linking us tci the -
thousands of irreligious Jewish people who are active 
participants in the Civil Rights struggle, and through 
our concern we may establish channels of communica
tion to the a lienated J ewish youth of this country. ·· 
Admittedly, this is an iffy proposition, but one that 
deserves a chance in view of the alarming developments 
of recent years. What was previously simply a polarazi
tion of AmericanJewry into religious and non-religious 
camps now threatens to become a complete rejection of 
J ewish identity by the children of non-observant Jews. 

on-Main, with barely a minyan of Torah-true 
was Jost to the Reformers and out of the strength of ·.· 
his convictions he managed to rescue much of German 
and Western-European Jewry. And, it was Hirsch who · 
championed the rights of all minority groups 

· member of the Austrian Parliament. 
In the final analysis, it is our historical and 

heritage that compels us to sympathize with the 
of the Negro. It is unthinkable that a people so op" • 
pressed throughout history would not today rally to 
support the cause of the American Negro, now afflicted.· 
by the irrational forces of hatred and bigotry. Anything 
short of this by American Orthodox Jewry, is to reject 
the principles that we have stood by through the 
millenia of persecution and to which we must remain 
equally faithful in a free society. 

- Mail your $8 national membership 
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The Professor and Bar Ilan 
.Meyer Levi 

The storm surrounding Israel's religious university 

Cecil Roth is a Jewish historian 
who recently retired after a long 
career at Oxford University. He 
soon afterwards accepted an invi
tation from Bar llan University to 
come to Israel and join their faculty 
as professor of Jewish history. 

In an interview with the Jsrael
daily Davar, Prof. Roth told a re
porter that he was pleased to be 
able to teach in a Jewish university 
where he would not be inhibited in 
stating his opinions as he had been 
at Oxford. As an example he said 
that in England he could not freely 
discuss the fact that throughout 
Jewish history many great Torah 
scholars, among them the Balai Ha
tosfos, were forced by discrimina
tory practices of that time to draw 
their livelihood from the lending of 
money at interest. At Bar llan, he 
said, he could freely discuss such 
matters. 

This interview brought forth a 
torrent of criticism, interestingly 
enough, from rabbinic Jeaders of 
Mizrachi, which sponsors Bar Han. 
Roth was accused of having slan
dered leading Jewish scholars whose 
works and memories are revered by 
all of religious Jewry. Among his 
severest critics was Rabbi Zvi Yehu
da Kook, head of the Yeshivah 
Merkaz Harav and son of the late 
Rabbi Kook, first Chief Rabbi of 
the Holy Land. Rabbi Kook ad
dressed a letter to Mizrachi leaders 
warning that he would not partici
pate in any Mizrachi activity so 
Jong as Cecil Roth remains a mem
ber of Bar Han's faculty. 

Following attacks on Roth based 
on his statements to Davar, new 
attacks were made quoting from 
the published works of the profes
sor, charging that Roth was "re
vealed in his books as a detractor 
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of the image of the holy patriarchs 
and the principles of our faith, 
which guide us daily." So stated 
Rabbi A. Blomberg of the Mizrachi 
education department (quoted in 
the London Jewish Chronicle) in
sisting that Roth had "no place in 
an institution bearing the name of 
authentic Judaism." 

Charge Witch-hunting 

Roth was defended by leaders of 
Mizrachi who said that the charges 
were based on citations taken out 
of context; a group of professors 
at the Hebrew University came to 
his aid by charging that attacks on 
their colleague were a breach of 
"academic freedom," and Hatzofe, 
Mizrachi's daily accused the rabbi
nate of "witch-hunting." Finally, 
the Faculty Senate of Bar Ilan 
reiterated its "complete and un
shakable confidence in Professor 
Roth as an historian and as a teach
er qualified to lecture at this re
ligious university .... " 

An attempt to view soberly what 
has become an emotionally-charged 
issue requires a closer look at Bar 
Ilan University and at the writings 
of Professor Roth. 

This is not the first time that Bar 
Ilan has been in the eye of a storm, 
but by whatever criteria journalists 
decide on what is, or is not news
worthy, this incident has become a 
"big story," occupying Israelis for 
many weeks, and receiving coverage 
in New York and London news
papers. 

From its inception, religious lead
ers in Israel were divided as to 
whether Bar Ilan could successfully 
carry out its objective to serve as 
a training center for religious Jews 

who needed grounding in secular 
disciplines for careers in the pro
fessions, in government service and 
in the diplomatic service. Many 
felt that the pitfalls were too numer
ous to overcome-and pitfalls there 
have been. 

First came the problem of as
sembling a faculty composed of 
men well grounded in their fields 
and yet committed to a belief in 
Torah. This proved to be impossi
ble in the so-called secular studies, 
and it soon became evident that 
even among those teaching religious 
studies were men who had no com
mittment to Torah and in some 
cases were hostile to Torah thought 
and belief. 

The problem of faculty is closely 
tied to the problem of curriculum. 
Should a religious university, for 
example, teach Bible Criticism? 
Yes, said some, so that students 
could learn to refute the critics. 
Others strongly opposed teaching 
the subject, citing the fact that even 
the Hebrew University had until re
cent years excluded Bible Criticism 
from its course of study. However, 
the dangers of teaching the subject 
became more apparent when it was 
revealed that some professors of 
Bible were men who had been Re
form "rabbis" prior to coming to 
Israel. (In this context it is worthy 
of note that in the Hildesheimer 
Seminary in pre-war Germany, 
where Criticism was studied, it was 
taught by rabbinic scholars of un
questionable religious repute.) 

The low religious standards of the 
faculty reflect in the general laxity 
of the student body. While male 
students are required to wear a 
"kipah" (yarmulka) they frequently 
remove it when they leave the cam
pus, an indication that the religious 



.not History .· 
yeshivoh students who desire higher .. was published in 1954 under the 
education, find it fuore .desirable to · aegis of the UniOn of American 
attend the Hebrew University, not Hebrew Congregations (Reform). 
only because of the higher standing .· ·· It was published in 1961 in a paper-
of the school, but also because they back edition by Schoken Books. 
are more comfortable on a campus The book opens with a chapter 
where there is clearly no religious on The Birth of the Hebrew People 
orientation, than they would be in .. ··tracing the years from the life of 

·. ·· the confused atmosphere of Bar A vraham until the emergence of "a 
Jlan. certain Israelite named Moses" 
. In a Jetter to the Israeli weekly without once making reference to 
Panim el Panim last year, Rabbi . G-d. "Moses;" the author writes, 
B. Techoresh, who had been a "a stupendous figure, welded the 

·· strong supporter of Bar Ilan, wrote jealous tribes into a people. He 
of his disillusionement with the uni- inculcated a purer idea of mono-
versity. "I am not referring to theism. (purer than what?-ed.) 
the charges against the curriculum, He laid down the basis of an ad-
to the charges that many professors vanced moral and ethical system. 
and lecturers on the faculty hold He promulgated a code of laws, 
heretical views, but to more public which has formed the foundation of 
events which have caused actual Jewish practice and ,,jurisprudence 

····C"h1'.Lul H· asheni," the rabbi wrote, d to our own ay. ' . . 
and listed these examples: One can sense in these words, 

·· • The · University published a the author's awareness that his work 
book containing a chapter was to be published by a Reform 
written by Moshe Shamir, an body, which could hardly tolerate a 
Israeli writer, who on the eve "supernatural" approach to Jewish 
of Yorn Kippur released a history ... Yet, Roth seemed to be 
statement "filled with hatred to wrestling with himself, for in a note 

·· Torah ancl the Jewish faith, appended to this chapter he writes: 
· and written in actual a nti- In dealing with the biblical 
·· Semitic tones." age, the author has made what 

• Justice ffaim Kohen of Israel's .· 
Supreme Court, whose infa
mous comparison of Torah law 
concerning marriage, with the 
Nuremberg laws of Germany, 
still makes one shudder, lec
tured at Bar Ilan on criminol

ogy. 

4i . .ProfessorLevingef of th~ Bar. 
Ilan faculty publicly favored 

· the institution of civil mar
riage in I srael. · 

In this context, the controversy 
concerning · . the opinions of Cecil 
Roth can only be viewed as the cli
max of a long series of develop
ments which seriously question the 

·· religious standing of Bar Ilan Uni
versity. 

One of the most popular and 

must nowadays be considered 
. the innovation of adhering in 
· . general outline . to the tradi

tional account; though pre
senting it as far as possible in 

.·a coherent fashion, neglecting 
the miraculous element, and 
using a vocabulary such as one 
would in dealing with any 
other people. 

He goes on to say that this ap- ·· · · 
· pr6ach is not due to his ignorance 

of the conclusions of Higher Criti
cism, but rather to his belief that 
the "critical attitude , . . is by no 
m eans unimpeachable in every de
tail; and "its conclusions are con
stantly changing. . . ." Until this 
point it appears that Roth is un-
comfortable with the Higher Criti
d sm and not ready to accept its 
conclusions because, as he writes, 
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CHILDREN OF THE GILDED GHETTO, by Judith R. 

Kramer and Seymour Leventman (Yale University 
Press, 1961, $5.00). 

This is a sociological study of an average American 
Jewish community that the authors call North City, 
U.S.A., and which very obviously is Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. It is designed to trace the changing reac
tions of three generations of American Jews to the 
problems of minority life in America. 

Once the lay reader penetrates the barriers set up 
by the sociological jargon of the authors, he finds a 
host of interesting data." There are shortcomings in 
this volume; some of them are matters of interpretation 
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(there is an undercurrent of Jewish self-hate that seems 
occasionally in evidence) ; others are matters of ob
servation (thus, no attention is given to a very real, 
though still limited, revival of Torah values, which runs 
contrary to the general trends studied by the authors). 
But the general thesis of this work deserves our careful 
attention for it has significant implications for us. 

"A sociological sketch of three generations of Amer
ican Jewry illustrates the ways in which age and social 
position influence the response to the minority situ
ation" (p. 4). The authors point out that (I) the 
further removed the generation is from its immigrant 
forbears, the stronger its pursuit of non-Jewish values; 
(2) within each generation, 'high status' (based pri
marily on money) is accompanied by 'increasea assimi
lation to the non-Jewish world; (3) yet at the same 
time the high-status Jew of the second generation bas 
had to seek social recognition within the Jewish com
munity, in large measure through playing a dominant 
role in Federations and Welfare Funds. 

"The Federation, critically related to the major in
stitutions of the Jewish community, exercises powerful 
social controls" (p. 49); its power to allocate charity 
funds gives it a dominant voice in the direction of the 
community. Yet who are the leaders of Federation? 
The authors point out "the significant link that exists 
between Pinecrest Country Club and the Federation. 
The latter exploits the financial resources of the club 
membership in return for which the club gains greater 
power and prestige in the community. This mutually 
agreeable exchange is worked through the interlocking 
directorate of the Pinecrest executive board and the 
Federation lay board" (p. 65). As the authors point 
out, Pinecrest members, who must belong to a syna
gogue as evidence of Jewish identity, "favor the fash
ionable Reform Temple and its religious concessions 
to the social interests of high-status Jews." (p. 65) 

Js IT SURPRISING, THEN, THAT TIIE STRUGGLING 

Torah Academy in Minneapolis, praised by local edu
cational authorities for its work, has consistently been 
refused a Federation subsidy? And since our authors' 
findings apply equally to so many other large com
munities, need we wonder why Y eshivos Ketanos and 
Torah institutions in general have always fared so bad
ly at the hands of most Federations and the National 
Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds? 

We do not believe in economic or any other form 
of determinism. We do not believe that the trends 
which our authors demonstrate statistically in such 
impressive detail are inevitable and necessary. We 
believe that, given proper education and guidance, 
Jewish religious loyalties can be strengthened rather 
than weakened as a new generation grows up. But 

. at this moment these trend• are a fact-in effect the 
organized power of the Jewish community in most 
places is thrown against the preservation of Jewish 
values. We have always felt this-but maybe the time 
has come now, when statistical documentation of such 



WH.n1s ttit REAsoN? Vol. i :Ros:H HAsHANAH, by 
Rabbi Chaim Press (New York, 1964, $2.25) . . · 

This little volume is modestly subtitled "an anthology· 
of questions and answers" on Rosh Hashonoh. But 
this description dcies not do justice to it. The author 

. uses 46 questions, ranging from the significance of the 
month of Ellul to the recitation of Tashlich, ·in order 

·· to give to the reader an insight into the reasons behind 
most of the laws and customs connected with Rosh 
Hashonoh .. In the case of Minhogim, and ordinances 
issued by the Rabbis, he traces them back to their 
origin, while in the case of the biblical laws connected 
with the day he quotes our great commentators con

.. cerning the Jessons that the Almighty may have wanted 
to teach us through the observance of these laws. In 

· · · other words, this book does not deal with the reasons 
··· why we should observe the laws--our obligation to 

do so rests upon the will of the Creator-but with 
the reasons, insofar as • we can perceive them, why 
these laws were ordained. In his preface the author 

· warns that the information he gives is not exhaustive; 
but it more than adequately covers the subjects dealt 
With, and the 12 pages of source references show the 
range of the sources that he drew upon. It is greatly 

. .. to be hoped that this book will have the widest distribu
. ·· tion among all those who do not have direct accesss 

to all these sources, and that it will be followed shortly 
by companion volumes on the other special occasions 

, in our calendar. 

Taharas Hatnishpocha .. · 
Booklet Available Free 

. . To aceomodate the increasing interest in 
Taharas Hamishpocha, a free 76-page book, 
!JEWISH FAMILY LIFE is once again bcingdistri
buted by Agudath Jsrael of America. JEWISH 
FAMILY LIFE, now published in its 8th revised 
edition by the Spero Foundation, is the work 
of Dr. Sidney B. Hoenig. .. . .· . . . 

The book, of which Agtidath Israel has · afready · . 
distributed thousands of copies, has won world
wide acclaim as the outstanding source of inform
ation in the English language on the meaning and 
practice of the traditional sanctity of Jewish 
:married family life. . . . .. · . . . .... · 

Jewish couples can obtain a free copy by 
sending J 0 cents to cover shipping costs to: 
Religious Observance Division, Agudath Israel of 

.·America, 5 Beekman Street , New York, N . Y. 
10038. 

Stephen Klein, 11at1orial chairman .i)f the A1111et·1c~rn 
.· }?riends of Chinuch Atzmai. is shown 

special award from Rabbi Y a~kov I. Ruderman; 
Yeshiva of Ner Israel in Baltimore, in behalf of all 
the Roshai Yeshivos in the United States, at . 
Anniversary Dinner of Chinuch A tzmai, . h elfl 
December 22nd at the New York Hilton Hotel. The 
dinner, chaired by Mr~ Irving Bunim, was attended 
by the foremost rahhinicand lay leaders of Orthodox 
Judaism in this countq. It sr.rved as a 
for the launching of the new Mesivta 
school) program which Chinuch Atzmai is -- ···--··· 
jng to accommodate the large number of ., • .,,,.,, .... cr 

graduating from this vast .network of e14~menta1 
schools, educating 45,000 children in the 
Speakers at the dinner included Rahhi Fein~ 
stein, head of the·· Moetzes Gedolei Ilatorah·· 
America and rabbinic head of the American ... ~,,~··~ 
of Chinnch Atzmai; Rabbi Mordechai 
Yeshiva of Telshe Y eshiva of Wickliffe; 
Emanuel · J acohowhz and Mr. Samuel C. ,..""'"""'Qt""" 
Rabbi }Jenachem Pon1sh, member of Knesset and 
founder of Chinuch Atzmai - Torah Schools 
I srael, m ade a special trip to the United 
br ing greetings to the dinner's guest of honor Mr. 
Stephen Klein, from the leaders of Chinuch Atzmai 
in the Holy Land. Dr. Ernst L. Bodenheimer is chai~ 
man of the organization's national executive hoard 
and Rabbi H enoch Cohen, who opened the ·!;!:<t1.11e1·· 

ing, is executive-director. 
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at the Jewish scene 

"Vanishing Teachers" 

To the spectre of the 'vanishing 
American Jew' has been added the 
'vanishing Jewish teacher,' writes 
Trude Weiss-Rosmarin in the Lon
don Jewish Chronicle Featnre Serv
ice. "American Jewry has another 
serious problem of 'vanishing' to 
contend with," she points out, "the 
progressive diminuation of its He
brew and religious school teachers." 

"According to Dr. Zalmen Sle
singer of the National Association 
for Jewish Education, American
Jewish schools 'need about 1,000 
new teachers a year to replace those 
who leave the profession . . .' At 
the same time, thousands of teachers 

are needed to replace the men and 
women without adequate training 
and diplomas who teach in Sunday 
Schools and some afternoon reli
gious schools where classes could 
not be held without their aid." 

What of the graduates of Jewish 
teachers' training schools? Slesinger 
reports that they produce only 120 
teachers (presumably each year) 
and that half of them leave the 
profession after a brief period of 
teaching. Reacting to these figures 
Mrs. Weiss-Rosmarin observes that 
"Although the American Jewish 
community spends about $60 mil
lion a year on its schools and educa
tional projects, no effective strategy 
has been devised to attract young 
people to the Hebrew teaching pro
fession and especially, to provide 
stimuli and incentives for keeping 
them in the Jewish classroom." 

Again, Jewish 'experts' are reac
ting to a single symptom, without 
realizing that attempts to foster 
'Jewishness' without Torah are 
doomed to failure. We can readily 
understand the frustration of the 
'Jewish teacher.' He is untrained, 
and confused about the whole busi
ness of Jewishness; he is confronted 
by children whose parents are even 
more confused and less committed 
than the teacher; he functions very 
often in an environment that is 
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either hostile or at least indifferent 
to actual observance of what is be
ing taught in the classroom. Under 
such conditions it is no wonder that 
the teacher leaves the profession 
and seeks greener pastures. 

Mrs. Weiss-Rosmarin recognizes 
this fact when she writes, "It should 
be noted that there is no lack of 
teachers in the Orthodox schools, 
especially the Jewish Day Schools. 
The yeshiva high schools supply a 
steady and ever-growing number of 
American-born graduates who opt 
for the modest liveh"hood of the 
Jewish teacher because of the pious 
merit vouchsafed to those who dis
seminate Torah among the children 
of Israel." The crucial word here is 
Torah; teachers committed to Torah 
and functioning in an atmosphere 
of commitment to Torah, will con
tinue to carry out their holy work 
in spite of the difficult conditions 
which sometimes prevail in yeshivas 
and day schools. What possible 
'strategy' can be devised to keep 
teachers in a situation where there 
is little financial reward and no 
spiritual satisfaction. 

However, there is a solution sug
gested to this problem faced by the 
non-Orthodox Jewish schools. Mrs. 
Weiss-Rosmarin points out that 
yeshivas and Beth Jacob seminaries 
produce enough teachers to relieve 
the shortage in the Reform and 
Conservative schools, "but these 
young men are reluctant to set foot 
in non-Orthodox schools, because 
such a step is frowned upon by 
heads of yeshiva ... Professor Esra 
Shereshevsky of Philadelphia ... is 
convinced that, with good will and 
tolerance, yeshiva high school grad
uates can teach in non-Orthodox 
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piety otetnbarrassing 
.· The inability of Reform, . 
even Conservatism, to produce a 
corps of teachers for their schools 
is, as we have noted, testimony of 
their bankruptcy in the spiritual 

·· realm. Their multi-million dollar 
temples and schools are a mani
festation of affluence, but they mask 

· the spiritual pDverty which is ram
pant within. . .· . .· 

. ·· .· .· Reform arid Cotiservatisrtf grew 
iri this country by the systematic 
piracy of Orthodox congregations 

.·.and communities. Many of their 
spiritual leaders received some if 
not all of their training in Orthodox 
institutions. We find it no less ab
horrent tha( they should now seek 
)o solve the problem of a shortage 
of teachers, resulting from their own 

·failure to produce them, by pirating 
the graduates of Orthodox schools. 
These graduates are the products of · 
years of effort by dedicated teachers 
and Roshai Yeshiva, and large sums 

· of money contributed by Orthodox 
Jews for the purpose of stimulating 
. the growth of Torah, not to abett 
those who would destroy it. 

Of course, . this is a twoMway 
street. Those who have benefited 
by a Torah education in a yeshiva 
or Beth Jacob school owe it to 
themselves and to the Torah com
munity not to sen themselves, no 

·.matter how noble their purposes 
and no matter how much "good 
will and tolerance" is manifested by 
the non-Orthodox schools. 

The problem of the 'vantshing 
. Jewish teacher' can not be viewed 

apart from the failure of the masses 
of American Jews to make a com
mitment to Torah as the only Jewish 
way of life. The masses of Jews who 
have been misled into an adulterated 
'Judaism' must somehow find their 

.. · way back to the eternal wellspring 
of Jewish belief and Jewish life . 
. This is a difficult path to travel, 

no doubt, but it offers rich rewards; 
it will not only solve the problem 
of 'the vanishing Jewish teacher'; it 
will solve the problem of 'the van

.· ishing American Jew.' 

is sixteen months since to wean poor immigrant 
yeshivoh students in Israel dem· away from their faith; a 
onstrated in front of various many of them had mii11m:au1eo 
Christian facilities in Israel, fo. centuries of hardship and 
cusing attention on the stepped- tion. . 
up pace of missionary activities . The techniques are well.· 
in the Holy Land. One year has offers of money, offers 
passed since a statement hearing transportation to South 
the signature of six outstanding with the prospect of good jobs 
Roshai Y eshivos and the head and Shmad . 
of every Orthodox organization Christian missionaries and 
in this country, was addressed .·.·Jewish supporters, have dis.co1un1ted 
to the Prime Minister demanding the charges made against 
that the government make it ii· .. They have waved the banner 
legal for missionaries to operate freedom of religion in defense 
in Israel. · their work. . Jn this light, 

In response to this d~mand, .. especially interesting what may 
Esbkol wrote thai he had in· .·. a change of heart by at least 
structed a committee of mem- missionary group, or at 
bers of the cabinet to draft n questioning of the validity of 
law which would make it illegal position. .·· . . . . . 
for a child to he converte<l with· The Lfoheran World 
out parental permission. As of recently gathered 40 
this date, not even that. small 
step has been taken to stem the 
tide of Shmad in Israel. 

Attempts by Christian mission
aries to proselytize Jews in the Holy 
Land, after the destruction of Eu
ropean Jewry, stands exposed as an 
immoral act in the light of admitted 
Christian indifference to the slaugh
ter of Jews. This blatant immoral-

Brooklyn. N .Y. 
ES 7-0654 



pastors and m1ss1on specialists to 
re-study their church's attitude to
ward the Jews. (The meeting was 
reported in The Reconstructionist 
of December 11, 1964, the source 
of the quotes in the following two 
paragraphs.) 

Dr. Gunther Harder, of Berlin, 
took the radical position that the 
Lutheran Church should abandon 
"systematic missionary enterprise 
among the Jews," and stated that 
the Christian's "present task is that 
of carrying on missions to gentiles 
. . . (and) in no small number of 
cases ... to call the Jew really to 
be a Jew and to remain a Jew, and 
thus to stand in the place where 
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God's wisdom has placed him." 
Even an opponent of abandoning 

missions to the Jews in the Holy 
Land admitted "that there are fif· 
teen or twenty small missionary 
groups (in Israel) which constantly 
bring the others into disrespect and 
under suspicion by their deplorable 
methods." 

Another expression on missionary 
activity, while not directed at the 
problem in Israel, recently came 
from the pen of Cardinal Bea, archi
tect of the Catholic Church's schema 
on the Jews. In a new book, 
Unity and Freedom (Harper and 
Row /New York/ 1964) the cardinal 
treats the problem of intra-Christian 
missionary work, a sensitive area in 
Catholic-Protestant relationships. 

"In certain countries," the car
dinal writes (pp. 20-21) "concern 
for the religion, whether Christian 
or non-Christian. which has been 
traditional, has been intermingled 
with concern for national unity, for 
cultural heritage and for due order, 
especially where the mass of the 
population is less highly educated. 
This concern has led civil govern
ments to take measures restricting 
the right to persuade others to 
change their faith, or the right of 
citizens to depart from the national 
religion. In some cases these mea-

sures have been an unjust invasion 
of liberty. On the other hand, 
some "missionaries" have tried to 
spread their faith by offensive 
means, without due regard and re
spect for the traditions and condi
tions of the countries to which they 
go." 

The cardinal is of course referring 
to Protestant missionaries who oper
ate in Catholic countries and fail 
to show "due regard and respect 
for the traditions and conditions of 
the countries to which they go.·' 
The Catholic Church has been most 
hostile to these Protestant mission
aries who have worked to wean 
Catholics away from their church. 
In some of these countries Protes
tant activity has been banned by 
law, a restriction of religious liberty, 
the cardinal admits, but justified by 
extenuating circumstances. 

Yet, it is unrealistic to expect 
that Catholics or Lutherans, or 
any missionary group, woul'l 
willingly withdraw from Israel. 
Tl1e onus is upon the govern
ment of Israel to manifest at 
least the same measure of na
tional and religious pride wltich 
has prompted other nations to 
]Jan attempts to convert its citi
zens to an alien religion, ancl to 
pass a similar law in Israel. 
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~with a group." .. _tion on the religious view 
::Orthodoxy , ... ·. _ Meanwhile,<j;omewhere in the /> -_ -of artificial i nserriihation or 

a la;·-.Lincoln Square - Southeast, sOJtiewhere in the Mid- -_: · .. control. . . . >-: '. . , 
____ .;.;..... _________ .... ·-· .._· . ---die-West, , other young rabbis are -·· When the 'Jewish .students 

· · ... . ,, struggling with their .bale-batin'i to the -college .campuses, 
. ·•· · .. ··The• title above is not .. ours. . It ·· build a mechitza, to . strengthen or · ·· their .· services at a non-~•ectar1an 
appeared in the . London Jewish -to reinstate Torah standards _in <chapel, wish to .have a 
Chronicle above their regular fea- their congregations. Perhaps some "mechitza" provided for 
ture, "A Letter From New York" of them are fellow alumni of the services in strict conformity 
by Trude Weiss-Rosmarin. _ The ~ young rabbi .of Lincoln Square. Jewish Orthodox law .... 
title is sarcastic; it is biting . . . What will they think, what will their . When Jewish students wish 
and it hurts. · -~ bale-batim say, when they hear that build a succah ..•. .. 

. Lincoln Square is -an area iii :tnid: · in the heart of Manhattan, a stone's One would think :that the 
town Manhattan that reflects New ·throw from Amsterdam Avenue, of Massachusetts had achieved · 

···.:York City's attempt to renew blight- .. Orthodoxy has been compromised ultimate; a central body that 
ed sections of the city. In addition - -"for the -long range goals of the Torah needs of its ronr•~••1tn 
to a Jarge - cultural center, huge Torah Judaism." .· that answers authoritatively ques~ 
apartment _houses are being built Given the obviOus indifference of · t ions of Jewish law; that provides 
which will house 10,000 families. the congregation's officers to Ortho- · 11·r======~======n In the close to 4,000 apartments .. : doxy-they chose an Orthodox rab- ··• ··· 

. already rented there is an .estimated hi because the Conservatives were 
.. 80% Jewish occupancy, a percent- .. ·· too rigid in their placement require.;. 

age which is expected to be main- ments-what chance is there that 
taincd in the remaining 6,000 units. . the Jong-range, or even the short

Mrs . Weiss-Rosmarin tells . this · · range "goals of Torah Judaism" 
story of how Judaism came to Lin- will be served? .· Knowing the per- - . 
coin Center. _ . , missiveness of their Orthodox men- · 

"A few weeks ago the Lincoln tors and their fear that they may 
Square Synagogue, housed for the "affiliate with a - non-Orthodox 

.. time being in temporary quarters, group," it is likely that the indiffer-
.•. held its first Sabbath .services. .. ence of the officers will fare better 

NomiriallyOrthodox, the synagogue .. · . than the Orthodox leadership. - _ .· 
began, about a year ago, as a Con- .· The Chronicle chuckles at "Or- · 
servative congregation Some of the thodoxy a la Lincoln Square." - _It ··· 
. . . officers, however, would not makes us want to cry. 
submit to the strict Conservative 
rules governing· the placement of 

. . rabbis, so the congregation engaged 
· >a young Orthodox rabbi . . . on 

.· the condition that he would agree 
to mixed seating of men and women . 
at services." . 

WhereDo They Go? 

The · ·Associated Synagogues of 
Massachusetts ran a full-page ad
vertisement .in the Boston Jewish 
Advocate on December 3rd of this 
year headed: THE Q uESTION . ' . 
WHERE Do THEY Go? The . ad, 

"Reluctant · to make ·this ·major 
decision," the article continues, the 
rabbi consulted the president ·.·.·of 
Yeshiva University, and the _new 
'Congregation was welcomed ·· into 
the Council of Synagogues served 
by graduates of Yeshiva University's 
Rabbinical Seminary, permitting 
them to continue mixed seating "in 
the interest of the long-range goals 

•.. ·in answering the question, listed the · 
.various services rendered by the 

of Torah Judaism ." . . · ... 
The Chronicle goes on to quote- . 

the rabbi and Y. U.'s president who · 
, are not happy with .the situation, 
· .but fear "unless we · make conces- .· 

sions, . they will drift and affiliate ·· ·· 

,. .. ~· 
~·· .... 

.· Associated Synagogues: 
Where do they go . . . 
When a Jewish divorce is re- .· 

quired .... When there is a ques- ;_ 
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every imaginable religious need of 
the Jew . . . but read on. . . . 
Where do they go. . . . 

When a group of students at 
the campus wish to conduct a 
liberal or Reform service and 
are in need of a soloist or or
ganist. ... 

When a family in Oklahoma 
or California, wishes to move in
to Massachusetts area and wants 
to know the location of an Or
thodox, Conservative, or Reforn1 

· Congregation, Hebrew School. .. 

This in turn raises a question: 
When the Jew who has a question 
on intimate matters of family life 
applies to the Associated Syna
gogues, who answers his question? 
When one requires a "Jewish di
vorce" is it written as Torah law 
requires or on a sheet of the "rab
bi's" stationary? No, the ultimate 
has not yet been achieved; con
fusion still reigns in Massachusetts 

. . but it is organized. 

Jewish "Ecumenicism" 

T w o J e w i s h leaders, Rabbi 
Emanuel Rackman of Yeshiva Uni
versity and Dr. Mordecai Kaplan, 
founder of the Reconstructionist 
Movement, have in recent weeks 
called for "ecumenicism" in Jewish 
communal life. The word, in this 
context, is so ambiguous as to be 
utterly meaningless, and its use is 
hardly likely to contribute more 
than confusion. 

That two men so far removed 
from each other ideologically could 
glibly use this word is further indi
cation of its ambiguity. 

Part of the watering-down process 
which has hurt Judaism in America 
is the adaption of words with a 
christological origin into Jewish 
thought. When we speak of the 
'High Holy Days' and the 'Sabbath' 
the lass is greater than the normal 
loss in translation; we lose a good 
deal of the awe of the Yomim Nor
awim and the beauty of the Shabbos. 
Even the seemingly neutral word 
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"religion" does violence to an ac
curate understanding of the depths 
of Torah and Yiddishkeit. 

The glib use of the word "ecu
menicism" seems t0 say: "Look 
here-Christians arc working to 
overcome their differences, why 
don't we do the same and bring 
about the unity in Jewish life we 
need so badly." (Since writing the 
above words our attention was 
called to an editorial which ap
peared in the lntermountain Jewish 
News on December 4th, which, in 
speaking of the relevance of the 
Vatican Council to American Juda
ism, states: "We believe it is within 
the power of the modern Orthodox 
rabbis of the Rabbinical Council of 
America . . . to reinterpret and to 
modify outworn and outdated rules 
and regulations to achieve for Juda
ism what the Ecumenical Council 
accomplished for Catholicism. Both 
need the fresh winds of change.") 
This oversimplified approach to the 
problem of disunity in the Jewish 
community overlooks the absurdity 
of the comparison. 

Christians are divided on dogma 
and worship patterns which devel
oped within the various churches. 
They can be modified or changed; 
witness the radical changes in the 
Catholic liturgy enacted by the Vat
ican Council; yet no one dares even 
hope that unity can be achieved in 
even a hundred years. 

What divides Orthodoxy from 
other versions of Judaism is the very 
basic belief in the Divine origin of 
our Torah. No group that has re
jected this belief has ever survived 
for any significant period of time; 
they have all vanished into oblivion. 
Already there are signs that tbe 
modern-day deviationist• are suffer
ing from the onslaughts of inter
marriage and assimilation. 

What divides us is the question 
as to whether we are to be guided 
by that which was revealed to us 
on Sinai or by the Pittsburgh Plat
form of Reform Jewry as inter
preted in the minutes of the Central 
Conference of American Rabbis? 
Are we to be guided by the sages 

of our time who are the repository 
of Torah wisdom or by a show of 
hands at a convention of the Rab
binical Assembly? 

It grieves every believing Jew that 
Jewry is so divided; it is a catas
trophe of monumental proportions. 
But catastrophes are not wished 
away by the use of meaningless 
words or slogans. The categories of 
"ecumenicism" simply do not exist 
in Jewish life. 

The enemy of the Jewish people 
is not disunity, it is illiteracy, which 
has been institutionalized and leg
imatized in Reform and Conserva
tive Judaism. Not slogans are need
ed, but literacy; not "ecumenicism," 
but a ressurgence of Torah educa
tion. 

Injecting one more meaningless 
word into the vocabulary of Jewish 
life can only further befog the trutb. 
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------------''--......:..:...._· .····~idows and orphans might .still be : · .One question pl~gues us. · A:·,',::.~:.i:;. 

Americans, with a high fegaid for .· .· ·.· 10. the sweat-shops. .· :. basic aspect of Catholic dogma is·; .):Hfofi 
religion and a low regard for poli- · Israel is a secular, political state; . confession of sin, followed by . a')~:g}~·~;~;; 
tics, strongly believe the two should '. . the socialist, the capitalist and even .··· .prescribed penance. In speaking ·to ;'!}.:?£'1/t 
be kept separate. The doctrine of . the Communist, seek their . own the "separated brethren" and: at- '/Df?!iP. 
the s.eparation of churc~ and state . : goals through political and legisla- temptin~ to mend ~hristian fences, ;):.:~~.;'.;!@· 
has mdeed served the mterests of .- tive means. The Torah Jew who · the Vatican Council asked forgive~ •: J/U~~-
both treligison a~d deJ?ocrahcy inb t1~isf seeks a greater recognition and a .· ·· nehs~ forbits share hin mhaintaining the :";_;J.";'/{·f 

.· •. •~ coun ry. up~nmposmg t 1s e te greater role for Torah in Israeli life; sc ism etween t e c urches. / < · : , ., 

on th~ lsraeh scene, 1!1an~ sinc~re / must continue to pursue these pur- In the schema on the Jews .the > } > 
: American Jews find 1t d1sturbmg poses and advance his cause in the Church took note of the erroneous < t 
~~~~e~r~~:~~~is ~~ ~~~~~a~~~~n~~ arena of Israd's political life. ~~~ti~~~~~~~ ~:o~~:eha~~il~e~~/)< \ \)i~ 
The idea of a religious party func- · ly admitted that the false charge of> < ;> 
tioning in the 'dirty' arena of politics .· / deicide has been responsible for the .i ,. 

· touches many _people's sensitivity. Post Script to: death of thousands of Jews through"" -c(~'.·32i 
During the recent presidential : .· . The Vatican Council ·· out the centuries and helped :,to ;:@f'i;f;c,j 

campaign fears were expressed that ~reate the climate for the destruc~ ;/;?jg:;. 
the Republican candidate, if elected lion of European Jewry. .·· ,,''iX!.J;: 
to the presidency, would undo many The Vatican Council has ended; . In setting the re~ord straight; th.e-:{)~,@!@'f 

. of the major adavnces of recent the "Jewish" schema has · been .. ;Church fathers did not deem:·1t>;'.':\c/ 
: · .• decades in the area of social welfare· :passed, tentatively at least; scream- .: necessary to confess their guilt nor e:~E;S"t1 
· ·· that he would abolish Social Secur~ ·· . .ing headlines in New York's after- · .•. to ask forgiveness. May we ·con: _;j~!fiJ{fi 

ity and sell the T.V.A. to the highest ,noon papers announced: ROME •-elude that in the Church's eyes; :i . Jff!;;.0' 
bidder. ABSOLVES JEWS OF BLAME contributing to . the separation of ? ~.$2}!,): 

How were these cherished institu~ (New York . World-Telegram), · Christian churches is a crime.that/: ~>> 
•···· tions . achieved? .Had the working ROME'S HISTORIC ACT GREAT .. calls forth a request for forgiveness; fr;'.;jf;' 

men, .the farmers; the orphans and BLOW .AT ANTI - SEMITISM · but that killing Jews is not? · <> 
· the widows, .who benefit from these (New York Journal-American); .· i~: .. ~:-.: .. :4:~:+:..: .. x.+:..:~Y..--:+:..:..!~...;..f 
~w:h~n:~:~~~~~~ f~r 1fe~~~~~~~e~~~ . ~!ih:i!::.t a~~~!nt~ ~e ~:;e~:;, . J : lnter~ent In. T.he Holy Land :'.l . :::;j, 

· . Jicf, this would not have done the ·· · the Jewish "hailers" hailed their .l. . Possible W1th1n 24 Hours .. . · l . . :·;;<,::" 

··E,:~~~~~f ~§~§ . • ~~~!~~iir~~i~~~·· 1 ··•· .. ::;~:~~;~;~ il"~ll 
.· ~~U ~c~~~g ~~~:~n~e~i~;'s ~~~!~~~ Molce 0 ;o:~,."::w address ; J. : .. ·· Ashkenazim• D'Jerusalem .J ::__j;)(:~g 
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Post Script to: 
Preventing Intermarriage 

The Essex County Board of 
Rabbis in New Jersey has refused 
to bar from membership 'rabbis' 
who perform marriages where one 
of the parties to the marriage is not 
Jewish. The reasoning was quite 
simple: The Central Conference of 
American (Reform) Rabbis does 
not forbid such marriages; why 
should a local group be more rigid 
than the national body. The logic 
is irrefutable. 

The "rabbi" whose case brought 
the question before the board has 
performed ten mixed-marriages in 
the past eighteen months, but only 
one involved a member of his con
gregation. The others were referrals 
from other "rabbis;" he is obviously 
considered a specialist in the field. 
But Jet no one think this man is 
unprincipled; he will not participate 
in a ceremony with a minister of 
another faith-which leaves him 
open to being charged with bigotry. 

One of the reasons he cites for 
his willingness to marry mixed cou-

' 

Private Beach 
Olympic Pool 
Cabana Colony 
Oaily Services 
Children's Counsellors 

$12* ''""" ''"'" double occ. 
Dec. 20 to Jan. 22 
•so of 200 rooms 

pies is that it would create an 'un
favorable impression' if he turned 
them down. 

Here we find the logic weak. 
Could not a physician justify an il
legal operation, or an attorney just
ify an unethical legal procedure, in 
order not to turn down his patient 
or client? 

Post Script to.· 
The Jerusalem Post 

The Jerusalem Post continues to 
take to task the Israeli Rabbinate 
for not operating their kashrus
supervision structure precisely as the 
Post would like them to. In a recent 
blast (The Jerusalem Post Weekly, 
12/4/64) they express their chagrin 
that the Rabbinate has imposed un
neccessarily severe restrictions on 
hotels in lsrael whose kashrus they 
certify. 

The Post objects to the intrusion 
of the Rabbinate in such extraneous 
matters as waiters writing out checks 
on Shabbos; having music on Friday 
nights and what the Post calls "the 
wrong kind of night club." A spokes-
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man for the Chief Rabbinate told 
the Post that rabbis are simply fol
lowing the dictates of the Shulchan 
Aruch and that any hotel owner 
"who finds these dictates unwork
able has already admitted that he 
should not have a hechsher. 

What brings on this admonition 
to the rabbinate, is the Post's con
cern that rabbinic restrictions arc 
hurting the blossoming tourist trade. 
What they are demanding then is 
that tourists coming to visit the 
Land of the Bible should not have 
their pleasures dampened by the 
Laws of the Bible. 
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> , • -· .. • . • • • _. - mentary schools of Cbinuch Atzmal -··: . .:-_:~. -
.• '. ·· .:At the initiative of Israel'S out~ .·.· fund-raising drive in the United equipped to continue their Torah: _:·>:::}-f: 

·standirig Roshai Yeshivoh and ra~ <-·states to raise $127 000 000 for _<: studies in the various yeshivos. This ;).<~:!?£ 
binic leaders, Chinuch Atzmai, :the · .. ·.·· the construction of six~y-th,ree high- ; y~ar alone, a thousand young m~n\~-A:?J'i:S 
network of 240 Torah schools in schools. This will increase the dan- -: will come to the end of their ;/:fi'< 

--_Israel, has taken a major step in . ·. ger that graduates of the Chinuch · Chinuch Atzmai training. This prc-- ~/}J:'ifi:'ii: 
meeting the growing need for Me- ·->Atzmai schools may gravitate to -:·sents a most serious problem. .> :Xf~{t 

··· sivta (secondary Yeshivoh) Jacili- schools where they will be cut off · . The existing yeshivos can :nor/:-·;/kf 
ties in the Holy Land. As a com- · from the Torah chinuch with which .. ··. k~ep up with the flow of graduates; : :, · ~/%•,; 
·pJement to the vast network of they have been ~nculcated in their they can only admit a percentage · } ·•;;.;; 

·· primary schools scattered through- earlyyears . . .Jhts . would place in of the Chinuch Atzmai graduates; ·> 
... out the land, .Chinuch Atzmai will jeopardy _the ·· ..•. entite .. concept of This raises the frightening questioh: ····• < / 

now · build a >system of Mesivtos Chinuch Atzmai and threaten the Can we abandon those who >can ? ?> 
... to be known as Chinuch Govoa . vast investment of funds and ener- not be admitted? ' Can we stand . A ; 

.Yeshiv3.ti .(abbreviated CHAGY) ··gies .invested over ~he past twelve ·· ~·aside ·and not hear their pleas>.·~-~~e···~:_ ·.·.:/-~-~/·;··. L;t;: 
. Secondary Yeshiva Education. .. .years. . . . want desperately to study Torah .< :><: 

.· h InCph~st yheaArs the. g~adduatesd of The announcement of the crea- give us a place to study." > · 
· t e muc tzma1 m epen ent ti on of CHAGY, signed by the 
Torah schools have been absorbed ·. Tshebiner Rav, R' Dov Berish 

.· into ex1sung yeshivo mechinos -WeidenfeJdi the president of the 
where they continue their . Torah . · Vaad Hayeshivos, R' Yechezkel 

· studies in the same spirit of dedi- - Ahram'sky; Chairman of the Moet
cation to Torah which is the hall- .· - .zes Gedolai Hatorah, R' Zalman 

·mark of the Chinuch · Atzmai : Sorotzkin; the Mirer Rosh Haleshi-
. ... schools. voh, R' Eliezer Yehuda Finkel; the 

More recently, the · .number of Chevroner Rosh Hayeshivoh, R' · it neccessary to establish yeshivos ~ · ;: <0F 
.. . graduates has grown to approxi- Yechezkel Sarna; and the Mifer in their actual communities in order / ·c:i< 

~!ttg ~:~i~~E~~he~~:~:;:.:%~ ~~~,/~:~:o:; f~;6;~~;m srunu- ~~::j~~~;h~r;~z~i~~~!!~ !.A~t ~; 
ber of new students. A •.. ..··.· ·· ·· . · .· · · : .· • · .... ·.· ·· sc~~ols i~ new cities and areas of ? )ii 

Torah education leaders face .the .£""\: FTER TWELVE years of se emen · ·· ·> · ·· . 
reality that secondary education in Chinuth Atzmai we see today, ·· In order to meet the ch~11erigci: (;;;;° '. 
Israel will soon be compulsary and >wherever we tum, the continuing · · ~presented by these problems, - a . :·: ;}'.{ 

~::[•c~.:h•~!nY;it:!::;~~llAp~ . res~~h 0;:~s h:~~~r~f itUd0niS • E"~~;~~~;p:·;,~~~:~e ~~! ii j~~I 
We bless this inspired project - tc{ _(~·{'f¢:Wi 

•> ~· establish a network of secondary '.:f: >/l]l 
.~ .. ·••> ·~~~~~~os th~hr~~~u~o~~~st~~~·~~~ ·~;-:i,:fd[~ 

.. yearn . for the stud:Y of Torah/ and . :,: >ti.·~ .. 0: 
· thereby to protect them from 'the -·; ; > .• 

soiritua1 -perils which await .thetn; i / <'. 
· To this . end -a fund wil1 be es tab- < ·.·· · .; . 

. lished with the name: CHinuch Go'- > ·· ••·.'• 

" :E:.~~;~; :~:~:~0·~t~: ;~ ~ 

~~~if q€]:~J;l~~~f f £~~l~~~~~~~E~:~~;\~~~~~r ~~~f ~~~~~:~lil€2~11 
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AGUDA RADIO PROGRAMS 
AROUSE INTEREST 

A series of weekly radio broadcasts 
sponsored by the New York Branch 
Presidents Council of Agudath Israel, 
which began in October and will con
tinue until March, has been received with 
enthusiasm. It has brought to listening 
audiences Saturday nights at 9:30 P.M. 
over Station WEVD, discussion of a 
wide variety of issues and events, cover
ing Jewish problems in Eretz Yisroel, 
Europe and the United States. Special 
programs were also held devoted to 
evaluations of the departed Torah au
thorities, Harav Aharon Kotler, and the 
Telzer Roshai Yeshivas, Harav Elya 

Reserve 

Meier Bloch and Harav Chaim Morde
chai Katz, Zichrononi Livrochoh. 

Among the distinguished personalities 
who have appeared on these weekly 
broadcasts, which are prepared and in
troduced by Mr. Joseph Friedenson, 
editor of Dos Y iddishe V ort, are Rabbi 
Moshe Feinstein, Rabbi Mendel Kra
wiecz, Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshiva Rabbi 
Jacob Joseph, Rabbi Mordechai Gifter, 
Telzer Rosh Yeshiva, Rabbi Chaim 
Krieswirth, Chief Rabbi of Antwerp, 
Knesset members Rabbi Menachem Po
rush and Rabbi Shlomo Lorincz, the 
delegation of Israeli Roshai Yeshivas 
Rabbi Sholom Schwadron and Rabbi 
Yisroel Grossman, Dr. Isaac Lewin, 
chairman of the American section of 

~nd'~ G;e, »r~aa~ x?J' 

the Agudist World Executive, Rabbi 
Moshe Sherer, executive vice-president of 
the American Agudath Israel Organiza
tion, and Mr. Stephen Klein, national 
chairman of the American Friends of 
Chinuch Atzmai. 

RABBI LORINCZ TO ISRAEL 
Rabbi Shlomo Lorincz, di!itinguished 

Agudist leader and member of Knesset 
returned to Israel after a four week 
visit to the United States and Canada, 
during which he met with Jewish leaders 
on the expansion programs of Agudist 
projects in Israel that he heads. He also 
addressed a series of forums and lectures 
in New York and several Canadian cities. 

for the 
The famed Torah Authority 
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A manifesto to the J ewish (secondary yeshivoh schoo!SF ) Torah ; authorities-in their effor1s 
,... return to the leadership of :.--__ :.network which the Chinuch ..Atzmai --- ·.-.·_.-save Israel and the Jewish people 

ities" was issued at a huge public gath- school system has launched. Rabbi Po- ··world over from the collision 
_" cring sponsored by Agudatb I srael of . nish, who had come lo the United : ·:towards which the secular leadel'Ship 
. America on Sunday evening December : ·States -on a ten-day emergency mission .guiding the Jewish Ship of State." 

.. · 13th, at the Sheraton Atlantic Hotel in : · on this new project, declared that th is 
>-· New York City. Pointing to the "in- · new -Mesivta building program has .be

creasing evidence of the bankruptcy of · ·come a neccessity in order to provide 
secular Jewish leadership and its total continuation courses for the approximat-

_collapse throughout the. world," the Or- ely one thousand children graduating 
thodox call declared that "only those ·. from .the Chinuch Atzmai .elementary 
leaders who are motivated by a personal schools each year. . . 
commitment to Torah and lo the Giver An analysis of the · problems facing 
of Torah are qualified to guide .Kial religions Jewry in .·the Holy Land was 

· Yisroel through the many perils threat- . then rendered by the popular Agudist 
· ening the very existence of Am Yisroel." . leader and Member of the Knesset, Rabbi 

Over one thousand persons from every Shlomo Lorincz, whose address was 
_part of New York. participated in the punctuated many times by rousing ap-
gathering which concerned itself with the plause. He stressed that the Knessia · · 

· problems facing Orthodox Jewry, in the .·_.· Gedolah last summer, in contrast to 
light of the deliberations of the recent .; · world-gathering of other groups, devoted 

· Fifth Knessia Gedolah (World Conrgess ;. -· itself primarily to the problems of the 
of Orthodox Jewry) held in Jerusalem . . · totality of Kial Yisroel and not to the 
The chairman of the evening, _Rabbi ·· immediate problems of Orthodoxy alone. 
Moshe Sherer, executive vice-president of · . "When we fight in Israel for religious 

· · Agudath Israel of America, .reviewed the >.Principles, our battle is not motivated by 
· broad sweep of problems with which the -· self-interest, because our Torah camp 
. Knessia Gedolah came to grips.- . .. could live without the religious Jaws we 

.· Turning to the American scene :R'abbi ... demand-it is a fight to save the entire · 
· Sherer declared that "while many former population of Israel from spiritual self-

.·: adherents of so-called 'modern Ortho- -· destruction" he declared . 
.. doxy' have swung over to the Torah-au- _ .. ·· Lorincz scored the seculiir Jeaclci~ rif · 

thority oriented camp, _the 'Establishment' ·· Israel for their -~'irresponsible wrangling 
of this segment of Orthodoxy has within in recent weeks over a senseless matter 
recent months become more outspokenly motivated by personal hostility and 
defiant of the Gedolai Torah. He de- glory-seeking." He charged the Israeli 

· plored this development and called for press with "double bookeeping" because 
all Orthodox Jews to cast off their when Agudath .Israel criticizes the gov- --· 
nllinnces with non-Orthodox 'religious' ernment on purely religious grounds af- · ·· 

. :groups, and to unite under the banner · fecting the very foundations of the Jew- . 
of the Gedolai Torah. . . -.. ish faith, immediately a hue and -cry · 

The distinguished Torah schoiar, ·Rav · · ensues that such criticism is "destructive." 
Moshe Feinstein, chairman of the Moet- . ' Rabbi Lorincz concluded with an ap-

< zes Gedolai Hatorali of America, stated ·.:. peal to the Jewish masses to strengthen 
in an impressive address that Kial Yir- _ "the only genuine Torah leaders-the 
roe/ has always been able to exist against 
all odds only by clinging without com
promise to the Torah and its standard 
bearers. Every revolt against Torah au
thority in our long history has brought 
in its wake serious crises within the 
Jewish people, the revered Rosh Yeshiva 
declared, and he appealed to religious 

.· Jews not to be misled into following 
a so-called mainstream of Jewish life 
which is in · reality a stream drawing 

. people away from the Jewish faith. 
Rav Feinstein urged Orthodox Jewry 

·· ·•- to mobilize within Agudath Israel as the 
only organized group in Jewish life 

.. -which completely subjugates its policies 
to Halochah and Daas Torah. 

The assemblage enthusiastically ·greet- · 
ed the announcement by the Agudist .· .· 

·leader and Member of the Knesset, 
Rabbi Menachem Porush about the new 

·.· . 



FINAL OFFER 
Due to your warm response we are extending this offer for one month': 
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